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ABSTRACT

Education, like our other social institutions, is in a state of 

crisis because of its inability to interpret for its members the 

cataclysmic changes taking place in society. It is accused by many 

writers of being authoritarian and autocratic, in addition to failing 
to educate.

The Leadership Opinion Questionnaire developed at Ohio State 

University was used to investigate leadership attitudes and behavior 

among the secondary principals of Tucson School District No. 1. The 

study showed that Tucson secondary principals are significantly below 

national norms for educators in both the Consideration and Structure 

dimensions of leadership behavior. Since Consideration is an inverse 

indicator of autocracy in a leader, Tucson principals are probably more 

autocratic than educators nationwide. Their low Structure scores would 

seem to indicate that they are less keenly aware of their responsibility 

for goal attainment than are educators generally.

Human relations theories appear to indicate that a change in 

attitude toward people is basic to the restructuring and reform of 

education. In addition to attitudinal changes, this author sees managed 

change as a critical solution: Organizational structures should be

updated and "futurized," educators' roles professionalized, and care

fully managed innovation encouraged.

x



CHAPTER 1

MANAGEMENT, EDUCATION, AND CHANGE

Behavioral management theory, far from being limited in appli

cation to business and industrial institutions, has in this writer's 

opinion much insight to contribute in meeting the crisis in American 

public education, a crisis evidenced by student unrest, teacher 

strikes, the demand for accountability, and the necessity to face such 

phenomena concomitant with relentless technological change as the 

"knowledge explosion" and "future shock."

If education management is to be a successful marriage of artful 

processes in the face of precipitate social change, the two candidates 

for this mutually supportive union must be studied and defined, and the 

nature and implications of change must be explored.

Management

Management is often thought of as merely one of the protagonists 

in the struggle for solutions to problems in the business and industrial 

world, particularly those involving another major protagonist. Labor. 

Somewhat in the same business-oriented vein, its definition might empha

size the functions of planning, organizing, directing, and controlling a 

business project or activity with responsibility for results.

A more broad definition of management might be "artful direction 

toward a common goal." By one dictionary definition, it is "judicious

1
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use of means to accomplish an end." These definitions are possibly 

more in keeping with the human character of such social institutions as 

education, but by no means preclude the essential four functions enu

merated above.

Functions

When the manager plans, he decides in advance what he wishes to 

take place. Relationships are set up among the available human and 

economic resources within an environment favorable to execution of the 

plans. This is organizing. Directing is stimulating this structure of 

resources into action to achieve organizational goals, according to the 

plans. Control involves evaluation of the process and product, and, in 

the light of goals, deciding whether to initiate corrective action. In 

short, control is a regulatory function.

Philosophical Approaches

There is little agreement between the two major schools of 

management theory on how these functions should be performed.

The traditional approach to management of human organizations 

is to emphasize the role of the manager as determiner of what shall be 

done —  where, how fast, how economically, and by what method. 

Decision-making centers on him, and his leadership is autocratic and 

authoritarian. Relationships and communications must have official 

sanction. He runs a "tight ship," since he thinks his underlings tend

1. Definitions paraphrased from Webster*5 Third New Inter
national Dictionary (Springfield, Mass.: D. & C. Merriam Co., 1961).
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to be limited, indolent, and uncooperative, and he relies heavily on 

fear as a motivator (Flippo 1966).

The human relations or "behavioral" approach, on the other hand, 

emphasizes non-managers in the organization, and their power to 

cooperate or not, to show initiative or not, regardless of managerial 

commands. It is group and consensus-oriented, regards the worker as 

responsible, energetic, and of more importance than the job. Communi

cations are free and open, and organization is a complex mixture of 

authority, power, and sociometric relationships. Decision-making is 

collegial in this democratic, loosely-structured, self-motivational en

vironment (Flippo 1970).

In the wake of the Industrial Revolution, when the factory sys

tem replaced the handicraft system, many problems were created by the 

gathering of workmen in someone else's building to use someone else's 

resources at someone else's bidding to manufacture someone else's choice 

of product. Primary to the social problems was the dependency devel

oped, but there was also the economic problem of coordinating the 

resources and the process and the efforts. Until scientific (tradi

tional) management came into being, management of these organizations 

was pretty much "hit or miss" —  a conglomeration of intuition, luck, 

and trial-and-error flailing about. Such men as Taylor, Gantt, and 

Gilbreth introduced specific techniques designed to bring order out of 

chaos. They concentrated on rational, objective ways of reducing 

economic risk. Scientific management is still the prevailing form in 

America today, having permeated most organizations, be they primarily
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economic or not. As Flippo (1966, p. 9) put it, " . . . . The systems, 

structures, and frameworks that resulted from this concept have played 

a large part in increasing general productivity and our standard of 

living. The power of this approach should not be sold short."

Taylor (1911), the "father of scientific management," was not 

concerned only with the well-being of the enterprise and advancement of 

management’s interests. He sincerely believed that he was promoting the 

welfare of the worker as well, through increased output and consequently 

increased monetary reward. The traditional approach, therefore, appears 

to be incomplete rather than in error. Its primary emphasis is on the 

job and on economic resources, whereas the human element has been de- 

emphasized and often ignored.

It is now pretty well recognized that a greater emphasis on

human relations results in greater creativity, productivity, and effect-
2iveness, but because of the length of time it takes for these salutary 

effects to become evident, traditional managers are often unwilling to 

take the economic risks or to face a possible partial loss of control 

which the adoption of such programs might entail. This very under

standable unwillingness might, in the long run, be even more costly, 

however. In addition to the forfeited productivity, by ignoring human 

relations he might be risking labor union or government action. Labor 

unions, after all, came into being (with government help) as the re

sponse of the worker to management's mishandling of the human factor.

2. See Chapter 3 for representative examples of studies which 
have shown the relation between human relations and effectiveness.
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There are also moral considerations involved in letting economic objec

tives override all others.

Education

Education, surely, is more than formal schooling or training.

It encompasses the providing or acquisition of knowledge, skill, com-
3petence, socially desirable qualities of behavior or character by any 

and all means. It is the sum total of the individual learning exper

ience —  perception through the senses, awareness, hypothesizing, 

deduction, experimentation, problem-solving, and physical conditioning. 

In this paper, however, the concern is with the portion of education 

which has been delegated for accomplishment through the expenditure of 

public funds ,

Relation to Management

In the face of the staggering proliferation of knowledge of the 

past few years as compared with the age of mankind, it would seem that 

most education as we know it and most teaching as we know it are a part 

of the past. The teaching of subject matter content without supportive 

management of learning has resulted either in no learning or in minimal 

learning for far too many. An increasingly school-wise public is fast 

turning against teaching which seems to take place chiefly for its own 

sake, sometimes in virtual isolation from learning. The new (to edu

cation) doctrines of accountability dictate that if students fail to

3. Desirability is necessarily a value judgment which varies 
from culture to culture, environment to environment, society to society.
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learn, their poor attitudes, inadequate backgrounds, cultural differ

ences, economic deprivations, and other contributory causes can no 

longer be used to absolve the school and the teacher. Learning is what 

the public expects to get for its money (Bockman and Bockman, in press).

One can foresee that education will become not so much a 

teaching process as a management process, not so much a pounding-in of 

factual knowledge as a providing of all the educational tools and 

materials we can muster to enable the student to learn at his own pace 

and in keeping with his own individual capabilities and potentialities.

The educator-manager, then, will bring together human and 

material resources, anticipating the environmental constraints —  

technological, sociological, and political —  and interrelate them to 

create an effective educational process. The idea is not to reject, 

destroy, or have contempt for past accomplishments, but to accept the 

idea that tradition should be supportive rather than burdensome, and to 

be willing to reform those aspects of our institutions which no longer 

serve us well.

Some Parallels

Just as early scientific management theorists helped to remove 

management from the hit-or-miss process it had been to one of order and 

precision, so did their educational counterparts contribute to the early 

development of educational theory and technique, followed by a swing to 

the humanistic through a long series of "isms."

Charles H. Judd might be considered education's counterpart to 

Frederick Taylor in management. Judd, who wrote at about the same time
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as Taylor, advocated use of the scientific method to study educational 

problems in a logical, rational way. He shares with such men as Edward 

Thorndike and Franklin Bobbitt the credit for leadership in scientific 

investigation of education. Such men as Frederick Bosner, W. W.

Charters, and David Snedden in this country, and Bertrand Russell in 

England, followed suit in scientific applications to curriculum con

struction. They made important beginnings,'but Bobbitt probably 

contributed more than anyone else to systematize curriculum building 

through the formulation of educational objectives according to cues 

from society, the objectives being stated in humanistic terms.

A Leftward Swing

The Progressives of the thirties placed more emphasis on the 

child, his needs, his interests, and his abilities. They emphasized 

the art rather than the science of teaching, the idiosyncratic rather 

than the specific in teaching, projects rather than subjects in cur

riculum construction.

Perhaps the farthest swing to the left in educational philosophy 

was achieved by the Reconstructionist doctrines of George Counts, a 

contemporary of John Dewey. Counts wanted to bring about a new social 

order through education, to relate education intimately to social life 

and institutions. Although Leftists called him a Fascist and Rightists 

called him a Communist, his primary concern was the threat to freedom 

in an age of science and technology —  a threat he recognized even in
the thirties.



Just as George Counts was taking huge leaps forward, Robert 

Hutchins, Mortimer Adler, and Stringfellow Barr were busily leaping 

backward, in Broudy’s estimation (1967, p. 48). Their Essentialist 

philosophy, mixed with Thomism and Aristotelianism, was a harking back 

to the greatest ideas of the greatest writers who ever lived (Eisner 

1967b, p. 41) as the ultimate source of knowledge —  the Great Books 

approach.

Also doing battle with the Progressives was Frederick Breed, 

who felt that theories such as John Dewey's "Creationism" (Broudy 1967, 

p. 49) endanger science and the fruits of science. Dewey, however, 

was actually one of science's most staunch advocates (Broudy 1967, 

p. 59). The essence of his philosophy is what Broudy (1967, p. 50) 

refers to as "CAT," Complete Act of Thought, a delineation of the steps 

of knowing and thinking. Dewey and his followers were accused of 

decrying laissez-faire in economics and government, and then installing 

it in the classroom.

Among the curriculum specialists who derived their fundamental 

beliefs from Bobbitt, despite the influence of the Progressives, were 

Ralph W. Tyler and Virgil Herrick. They believed, however, that not 

only society, but also psychologists and philosophers were important 

contributors to educational objectives. Tyler posed four questions for 

the curriculum specialist:

What educational purposes should the school seek to at
tain? What educational experiences can be provided that are 
likely to attain these purposes? How can educational exper
iences be organized? How can we determine whether these 
purposes are being attained? (Eisner 1967b, p. 42)

8
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The obvious implication is that curriculum must be planned, organized,

directed, and controlled —  the familiar quartet of management func

tions.

Change

Many of our social institutions are rapidly being rendered ob

solete with the relentless progress of technology in our time. Alvin 

Toffler (1970) describes this "dizzying disorientation brought on by the 

premature arrival of the future" and its effects on all of our tradi

tional institutions.

As the pace of social change increases at an ever accelerating 

rate, a phenomenon which Toffler calls "future shock" occurs more and 

more frequently, as human beings reach a point where they can no longer 

tolerate these deviations from their norms. He sees a rapidly worsening 

problem with what he terms "the disease of tomorrow" unless we learn to 

understand and treat this particular form of culture shock.

Culture shock is likewise the result of rapid change, especially 

familiar in this age of fast mass travel. It occurs when a person 

cannot cope with the rapid change of foods, languages, and customs en

countered in strange lands, and manifests itself in symptoms of phys

ical illness. Future shock results from the rapid superimposition of a 

new culture on an old one, but occurs in one’s own society and is far 

worse because the victim cannot return to the past, to the culture he 

left behind, as the usual culture shock victim can.

Not only can the future shock victim not absorb the relentless 

change, but the traditional institutions no longer function for him as
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Interpreters of change. One can see examples of this failure to inter

pret change in the general drift away from the church, in the growing 

antagonism toward the military, in the loss of faith in our system of 

government particularly evident among the young, and of course in the 

campus unrest, teacher strikes, and demand for accountability from edu

cation —  to mention just a few.

Toffler believes that the cure for future shock and for our ever 

more irrelevant institutions, as described above, is to restore to the 

people their sense of control over their lives and the shaping of their 

future. He maintains that this loss of a sense of control causes the 

feeling of anonymity and helplessness that ends in total disorientation. 

Future shock occurs, then, when a person in a situation of rapid cultur

al change is unable or unwilling to give up the conditions under which 

he can make his own decisions, or can be self-determining.

The restoration of control he recommends is democracy which is 

not only "participatory" but also "anticipatory," and institutions which 

will become "social future assemblies" to practice this anticipatory 

type of participation. The alternative is to let our traditional insti

tutions die as they become less and less relevant, less and less able to 

meet the needs of mankind.

In our enthusiasm for the traditional approach to management and 

the order and productivity it brings, we have structured out almost all 

possibility for deviation, for ambiguity, for conflict, and consequently 

for decision-making in the lower echelons. It would seem that a certain 

measure of latitude for such decision-making should be restored, for 

those who need it, want it, and are able to handle it. Our rigid system
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of plans, policies, and procedures could be relaxed to some extent with 

no loss of productivity or effectiveness, and probably with an enhance

ment of them.^ The rigidity of the system could be maintained for those 

who value the security it affords and are not psychologically or emo

tionally attuned to removal of the dependency relationship.

Often, when a person who has grown up under centralized 

decision-making and control is put into a position where he must start 

making major decisions, he is ill-equipped by training or experience to 

do so. He has been trained to follow, to be directed and controlled, 

and to value the security of dependency. The traditional manager would 

point out that whether he is this way by nature or by conditioning is 

beside the point. The fact is that a large number of employees are this 

way, and that it is not his responsibility to nurture in them the traits 

necessary for self-direction, self-control, commitment to objectives for 

the reward of achievement, acceptance of responsibility, and use of 

creativity and ingenuity in solving problems. He might also argue that 

he would not want his whole shop in a fever-pitch of such self-motivated 

behavior, that it would be dysfunctional to the system. He might also 

maintain that ultimately the home and the school have produced the 

behavior which requires coercion, close direction, and control by means 
of negative sanctions.

4. See Chapters 2 and 3 for the descriptions of a few studies 
which have investigated, this premise.
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Humanists would argue that Industry, as well as home and school, 

Is responsible for the nurture of "Theory X" t y p e s s i n c e  parents, 

whose experience in industry may have been stultifying and may have 

produced apathy and disinterest in them, have taught their children not 

to "buck the system," and to seek gratification of their higher (growth) 

needs (achievement, recognition, self-fulfillment) off the job. The 

educational system, they would say, when overly restrictive and obsessed 

with control beyond that required for facilitation of learning, has 

reinforced this conditioning to seek higher needs in activities outside 

the school, and has thus destroyed the very motivation to learn that 

it bemoans the lack of.

Humanistic managers would also maintain that self-motivated 

behavior i£ desirable in that the energy that would be expended to 

maintain inordinate structure and control and close direction might be 

better directed toward goal attainment. He might also point to studies 

which have shown that effectiveness (degree of primary goal attainment) 

is enhanced by a human relations approach. He might also point out that 

even if good human relations is generally not the primary reason for 

existence of most human organizations, it must be at least an ancillary 

goal of all of them, for mere expediency if not for reasons of moral 

responsibility.

As headlong change becomes more and more a fact of social 

existence, the demand for self-determination becomes ever more strident.

5. According to McGregor (1960; see also Chapter 3), "Theory X" 
behavior consists of an unwillingness to work, a need for threat, 
punishment, and close control, and avoidance of responsibility.
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This writer tends to agree somewhat with Counts who saw education as a 

force in shaping the quality of life and social institutions in a 

technological age. Education could help to nurture the self-directed, 

self-controlled, creative personalities which would seem to be best 

equipped to handle such change, to maintain their equilibrium in the 

face of threatened anonymity and helplessness. It might indeed help to 

bring about a "new social order" in its concern for the whole man.



CHAPTER 2

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

When John K. Hemphill and Alvin E. Coons initiated the Ohio 

State Leadership Studies in 1945, they used as a tentative working 

definition: Leadership is the behavior of an individual when he is

directing the activities of a group toward a shared goal (Hemphill and 

Coons 1957). Here we see a reference to one of the four essential 

functions of management explored in Chapter 1 —  that of "directing." 

Flippo (1966, p. 225) defines direction broadly as "the process of 

initiating action." There is no body of traditional theory to cover 

this management function, because prior to the advent of the human rela 

tions movement, the assumption was that with good plans and fine 

organization, people would automatically go to work with willingness if 

not gusto. The humanistic movement brought with it an emphasis on 

motivation and stimulation as a function in itself.

Leadership

Leadership, however, is not a concept unknown to traditional

ists. Some of them have equated it with management as a whole (Flippo 

1966), but since the development of the behavioral approach, it is 

recognized as just one aspect of direction, which stems from the 

responsibility of the leader to stimulate action. Responsibility is a 

formal concept well known to traditionalists. It is the obligation to 

execute functions in pursuit of objectives. Authority is a derivation

14
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from this responsibility. It is another formal concept defined as the 

right to decide, command, or perform. Traditional theory regards 

authority as a formal right emanating downward through the managerial 

hierarchy from society, whereas behavioral theory recognizes informal 

authority as well, and its upward flow from the ranks. From these two 

formal concepts comes a widely accepted tenet of "parity" between 

responsibility and authority. Accountability, in turn, stems from 

authority, and is defined as answerability for acceptable goal accom

plishment. It, too, is one of the basic formal relationships.

Leadership, then, stems from responsibility, which gives rise 

to authority, which gives rise to accountability, and is part of the 

function of directing, which becomes necessary to stimulate action 

after organizing has been accomplished according to plan. In a "nut

shell," the leader is accountable for planned results.

The traditional leader has two formal means at his disposal for 

developing a climate in which the orders he issues will tend to be 

accepted and executed. One of these is, of course, monetary compensa

tion, which may serve to satisfy basic physiological needs. Maslow 

(1954) and other behavioral theorists have pointed out, however, that 

money will go just so far in satisfying needs, and that as the physio

logical needs are reasonably satisfied, other needs take over, and the 

employee may feel at some time a greater need for acceptance or recog

nition than for money.

Training, like money, has long been used by managers as a means

of influencing subordinates to react in accordance with the leader’s 

wishes. They point out that by training its employees, the organization
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benefits from increased productivity, reduced need for supervision, 

enhancement of organizational stability and flexibility, and heightened 

morale. It is also pointed out by management that the individual 

benefits as well, at least potentially, from the increased compensation 

resulting from better productivity, greater freedom from supervision, 

greater job security, and improved job satisfaction (Flippo 1966). The 

secondary benefits to the employee are reminiscent of Taylor’s expecta

tions of scientific management —  that the employee would benefit 

financially from the increased output.

The leader, if he recognizes the power of his subordinates to 

cooperate or not, and if he respects their ability to make intelligent 

decisions, may choose participation as a means of securing acceptance of 

decisions and commands. McGregor (1960) suggests "management by 

integration," with the idea that the participating subordinate can more 

readily accept organizational goals as his own if he has a part in 

formulating them. Thus his personal goals are more fully "integrated" 

with those of the organization. Argyris (1957) likewise suggests 

participation to offset the negative effects of formal organizations on 

human personalities.

In the sense intended here, participation is not the performance 

of one's designated job. It involves the giving of some thought and 

emotional energy to the tasks of organization. Frederick Taylor (1911) 

did not believe that rank and file workers had the ability to make de

cisions about their jobs, so all necessity to do so was engineered out. 

The employee listened and did what he was told.



It has been found by a number of observers that involving more 

people in decision-making pays off in productivity and morale. Robert 

E. Schwab, for instance, in a speech before the Society for the 

Advancement of Management, narrated two episodes which illustrate that 

this is so (in Flippo 1966).

One was about an electric utility company and its problems with 

decisions about whether repair crews should climb utility poles regard

less of inclement weather —  freezing rain, sleet, or snow. Making 

decisions at the work site was wasteful of time and generated a great 

deal of friction. It should be noted that the union contract stipulated 

that there would be no climbing in inclement weather. Upon advice of a 

consultant, the weather issue was submitted to each work crew at the 

work site, with the foreman having the final say. No hard and fast 

rules were made. Four years of this approach showed markedly reduced 

time loss, and a heightened sense of responsibility in the crew, who 

sometimes wanted to work even after the foreman decided they should not.

On another occasion the same company was faced with a coal 

strike, in anticipation of which they had to stock a reserve supply.

The men involved were informed of the need, and that it had to be ac

complished in three months if they would concur in the plans. They 

were even told that they might have to forego their vacations. The 

work group decided to stock 60 carloads per shift, whereas all manage

ment had hoped for was 55. After three months of seven-day work weeks, 

even the higher figure was exceeded, and morale was higher than it had

17

been before.
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Controlled research experiments offer further corroboration of 

the anecdotal findings. Likert (1961) found that productivity was 

enchanced by introducing greater employee participation. He studied 31 

geographically separated departments in three groups with different 

levels of participation:

1. 10 departments in which group meetings were considered 

worthwhile by both management and employees

2. 7 departments in which such meetings were never held

3. 14 departments in which group meetings were held but were 

considered a waste of time

The mean production rate was highest in the first group where 

both levels considered work group meetings worthwhile. The second 

group was less productive, and the third was lowest of all. Apparently 

it is better to hold no meetings than to make a show of participation 

which merely gives employees a manipulated feeling and causes resent

ment .

Coch and French (in Flippo 1966) also conducted a participation 

and productivity experiment in a textile factory. They used four groups 

to determine the effects of varying participation. Group 1 was the 
control group.

Group 1. Work methods and piece rate prescribed by management, 

engineers and staff.

Group 2. Participation in method and rate decisions by a few 

representatives chosen by the group.

Groups 3 and 4. Total participation.

The control group showed a decline in output, from 60 to 48 units per
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hour, and 17 per cent quit during the trial period. Group 2 showed an 

increase from 60 to 68 units per hour, but groups 3 and 4 increased from 

60 to 74 and 72 units per hour respectively.

The control group workers were subsequently transferred to new 

jobs of the same level of difficulty, but with total participation, and 

no reference was made to the previous episode. Their output rose to 75 

units per hour, and there were no resignations during the experiment.

' Seashore and Bowers (1963) conducted a study on the effects of 

participation in five departments of a packaging factory, three experi

mental and two control. Since profit could not be calculated for the 

separate departments, the researchers measured effectiveness by morale 

and productivity. In the three-year period of the experiment, morale 

and productivity increased in the experimental departments more than in 

the control departments. The three experimental departments had 

increased participation, whereas the control groups had not, or had to a 

lesser degree. The suggested sequence of events was 

increased participation in decision-making 

leading to

greater employee acceptance of norms and goals 

leading to

greater conformity 

leading to

increased effectiveness.

Participation was measured by (1) the employees' perceptions of their 

influence in their departments and (2) the supervisor's willingness to
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respond favorably to rank and file employees. Motivation is emphasized 

by the authors as the crucial intervening variable between participation 

and effectiveness.

These experiments show a relationship between increased 

participation, increased productivity, increased morale, and decreased 

turnover. They do not necessarily show that participation works with 

everyone in every work situation, but they show that given the proper 

conditions, such as sufficient time, sufficient ability and interest 

among participants, good structure and work systems, security for par

ticipants, and no secrecy requirements, increased participation has a 

good chance of success in achieving increased effectiveness.

The consideration of participation as a motivation technique 

naturally leads to a consideration of groups♦ Traditional managers 

have to some extent recognized groups in their organizations, but only 

in their official capacity as committees, and then only when absolutely 

necessary. Traditionalists are strongly individual-oriented, both in 

such things as incentive plans and functional specialization, and in 

the authoritarian quality of their leadership. The behavioralists, on 

the other hand, consider the group as the natural organizational unit. 

Around this idea of group-orientation has grown a field of study known 

as "group dynamics," with Kurt Lewin probably the best known researcher. 

Flippo (1966, p. 312) defines a group as "two or more people, inter

acting and interdependent, who have the ability to behave in a unified 

manner with a shared purpose or objective in mind." Group objectives 

are derived from basic organization goals, but the group must have a
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secondary objective as well —  that of maintaining itself. This main

tenance function must not be neglected if cohesiveness and effectiveness 

are to be preserved. A study by Mann and Mann (in Flippo 1966) showed 

that structure and a certain amount of restriction are necessary for 

effectiveness. Thus task-oriented groups are more effective than free, 

unstructured ones. This seems to fly in the face of the behavioral 

theorist's insistence on eliminating the "regimentation" of traditional 

management, while having to preserve a certain amount of it in the basic 

organizational units of his preference.

The proponents of groups as participants in management decisions 

maintain that groups make better decisions, and that they facilitate 

coordination of action and integration of diverse viewpoints, as well 

as broadening the backgrounds and perspectives of the participants. Of 

course, since it is a form of participation, it also has the advantage 

claimed for participation, that of improved acceptance of goals and 

improved motivation to achieve them. Traditionalists would say that 

groups violate the concept of unity of responsibility, and that de

cisions result from following the majority for fear of taking an 

unpopular stand. Their contention that group decisions are too con

servative has not proven consistently true or false. The fact that 

group decisions take time is generally accepted, and whether or not it 

is a valid criticism depends on whether or not the cost of this time is 

offset by the value derived from the group processes. Another criticism 

of groups in management is that they lead to manipulation of people, but 

it would appear that this is a highly subjective judgment, since it
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depends so much on the personalities involved and on the effectiveness 

of the group as a work unit.

Types of Leadership

Leadership generally consists of various combinations and bal

ances of two types, positive and negative —  both of them legitimate 

and useful. Negative leadership is based on fear, threat, and force. 

Positive leadership is based on incentive, reward, and potential gain, 

and is the direction that many people think management should take. In 

the mistaken idea that positive leadership should entirely replace the 

negative, they find the positive approach harder to practice than to 

preach. Some specific positive techniques at the disposal of managers 

are praise, recognition, delegation of responsibility, development of a 

productive and creative climate, sincere interest in fellow workers, 

competition, information, money, security, and participation.

Styles of Leadership

Probably one of the most outstanding contrasts between tradi

tional and behavioral management philosophies is in leadership style, 

which is directly related to the decision-making function. Leadership 

style may be represented by a continuum which goes from autocratic 

through participative (democratic) to laissez-faire. The autocratic 

leader tends not to share his formal rights or to delegate authority. 

The participative leader seeks a consensus from the work group in 

decision-making, and the laissez-faire leader, as the name implies, 

exerts little influence in his relations with subordinates.
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A manager who has always been a loner is not likely to change 

quickly, if at all, into a democratic or laissez-faire leader. Maybe 

he is the benevolent type who uses positive leadership techniques and 

perceives the necessity for a collegial approach but doesn't know how 

to go about it. He may even think he is^being democratic. Or he may 

be the manipulative type, who goes through the motions of soliciting 

opinion and arriving at a consensus, whereas actually he makes the group 

a forum for the presentation of his viewpoint (Flippo 1970). He may 

literally harangue the pseudo-participants into a pseudo-consensus.

The autocrat simply is not predisposed to delegate authority or to 

share his formal rights. He regards structure and the superordinate 

emanation of authority as of the natural order. He shows little 

inclination to trust in the capacity of his employees to be self- 

controlled and self-motivated. He maintains that regardless of their 

potential for these things, he must regard them as he observes them 

to be.

Dimensions of Leadership

In the research which led to the development of the Leadership 

Opinion Questionnaire, Hemphill and Coons (1957) first set about finding 

out how a leader carries out his activities. First of all, leader 

behavior had to be isolated from other behavior. In other words, a 

decision had to be made whether specific activities are performed in an 

individual's capacity as leader, or whether it is part of the rest of 

his total behavior pattern. Once the leadership behavior was identified 

it had to be classified into areas or dimensions.
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Classification was begun with nine such tentative leadership 

dimensions as follows:

1. Initiation —  originating, facilitating, or resisting new 

ideas and new practices.

2. Membership —  mixing with the group, stressing informal 

interaction between the members and himself, or interchanging personal 

services with members.

3. Representation —  defending the group against attack, ad

vancing the interest of the group, and acting in behalf of the group.

4. Integration —  subordinating individual behavior, encourag

ing pleasant group atmosphere, reducing conflicts between members, and 

promoting individual adjustment to the group.

' 5. Organization —  defining and structuring his own work, the 

work of other members, and the relationships among members in the per

formance of their work.

6. Domination —  restricting the behavior of individuals or the 

group in action, and restricting decision-making or the expression of 

opinion.

7. Communication —  providing information to members, seeking 

it from them, facilitating exchange of information, and showing an 

awareness of affairs pertaining to the group.

8. Recognition —  expressing approval or disapproval of the 
behavior of group members.

9. Production —  setting levels of effort or achievement and 

prodding members for greater effort or achievement (Hemphill and Coons 
1957).
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A subsequent factorial study by Halpin and Winer (1957) revealed 

that four factors accounted for the variance among 300 leader behavior 

descriptions of 52 air crew commanders by means of what was then called 

the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire. The factors were:

1. Consideration —  friendship, mutual trust, respect, and 

warmth between commander and crew.

2. Initiating Structure —  organization and definition of 

relationship between commander and crew.

3. Production Emphasis —  emphasizing the job to be done as a 
means of motivation.

4. Sensitivity —  sensitivity to and awareness of social inter

relationships and pressures inside and outside the crew.

Factors 1 and 2, Consideration and Initiating Structure, 

accounted for 83 per cent of the total factor variance. Since attempts 

to improve the contributions of Factors 3 and 4 failed, efforts were 

concentrated on improving the scales for describing Consideration and 

Initiating Structure.

If the behaviors described by the questionnaire were truly 

representative of leader behavior in general, these two dimensions. 

Consideration and Initiating Structure, become very useful for studying 

leadership behavior. Halpin and Winer (1957) regard Consideration as 

an indicator of authoritarianism, and state emphatically that it does 

not imply laxity in the performance of duties. Of Initiating Structure 

Halpin and Winer say:
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. . . .  He [the leader] tends to define the role which he 

expects each member of the crew to assume, and endeavors to 
establish well-defined patterns of organization, channels of 
communication, and ways of getting jobs done. This factor 
probably represents a basic and unique function of leadership.
It is possible that other factors (including Consideration) 
may represent only facilitating means for accomplishing this 
end (Halpin and Winer 1957, p 107).

The authors also point out that the other dimensions are not 

necessarily less important than Consideration and Initiating Structure 

in leader behavior, but merely that they may not have been adequately 

represented in the questionnaire. For purposes of this paper, however, 

Consideration and Initiating Structure will be regarded as the impor

tant dimensions of leadership behavior. In keeping with later studies 

than those cited and for the sake of convenience, "Initiating Structure" 

will hereinafter be referred to as "Structure."

Communication

Communication, by dictionary definition, is a process by which 

meanings are exchanged between individuals through a common system of 

symbols. Without communication, the function of directing, of which 

leadership is a part, would be meaningless. From a traditional stand

point, orders must proceed downward through the hierarchy, and 

compliant responses must issue in return from the rank and file upward. 

This type of communication is formal, controlled, and proceeds along 

prescribed paths. Behavioralists would prefer that it be informal as 

well, that it move multidirectionally, and that it be completely 

unrestrained. Even in such unstructured situations, people of their own 

accord eventually structure and restrict communications to pertinent
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Information. Again, deliberate structure by management leads to effici

ency but not necessarily to high morale among employees. Behavioralists 

particularly emphasize communication, because of its utmost importance 

to participation and group dynamics.

The upward flow of information from employees is often hampered 

by fear of evaluation of their performance. The information is thus 

colored by the employee's desire to place himself in the least threaten

ed position, a practice which impedes coordination and control of the 

enterprise. This practice is especially prevalent among employees who 

hope to be promoted.

Communication is necessarily a very complex process. Always of 

concern are the problems of "said vs. meant," with possible faulty 

emphasis, connotation related to individual background, faulty contex

tual relationship, innuendo, implication, and inference. Also important 

are nonverbal communications: sometimes actions belie words or change

their meaning. There are problems of reliability of source, security of 

company "secrets," and speed and its concomitant cost.

Whatever its degree of indispensability, communication is not 

a panacea for all leadership problems. The last few years have shown an 

over-reliance on lack of communication as the "scapegoat" in all con

flict, until the word "communication" has become almost meaningless in 

some contexts. The parent is exhorted to communicate with a recal

citrant child. An estranged couple is urged to "talk to each other" 

even when neither can say anything of interest to the other. Nations 

disagree and people blandly observe that they're not communicating.
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Teachers talk while students "tune them out." Meanwhile the search is 

on for a new jargon word with which to diagnose all ills. The fallacy 

in expecting communication to be a panacea is that conflict and lack of 

motivation can exist even in circumstances of complete understanding, 

because there are still conflicting value systems to reckon with.

As in most phases of management, it does not behoove the man

ager to be a purist about philosophical approaches to communication 

theory. He probably should seek the "mix" which best suits the circum

stances in which his organization operates, keeping in mind that people 

will structure communications themselves in a condition of too little 

restraint, and that informal communications can be of great supplemen

tary value to the formal. It would appear that it is better to err on 

the side of free communication than to structure out possible oppor

tunities to reduce conflict and to enhance motivation, coordination.

and control.



CHAPTER 3

HUMAN RELATIONS AND EDUCATION

Human behavior theorists Mayo, Likert, Maslow, Argyris,

McGregor, and Herzberg offer insights which in this writer's opinion 

help to illustrate and clarify the basic problem of adjustment to change 

by our social institutions —  public education being the institution of 

primary concern in this paper. Their theories would seem to indicate 

that a change in attitude toward people is basic to the restructuring 

and reform of education. Evidence of such a change in attitudes might 

be a willingness to regard people as adults who tend to be self- 

controlled, self-directed, and responsible, who seek growth through 

achievement —  and certainly who are capable of self-determination under 

the democratic system.

First, the human relations theories will be reviewed from the 

standpoint of their impact on management. Studies will be cited which 

demonstrate a positive relationship between a more humanistic approach 

to management and effectiveness, effectiveness being regarded as the 

degree of satisfactory primary goal attainment (Price 1968).

Second, certain unique features of education as compared with 

industry will be delineated, and an attempt will be made to describe the 

present state of affairs in educatiori with regard to human relations, 

both superordinate-student and principal-teacher relationships.

29
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Finally, a synthesis of theory and supporting evidence will be 

attempted in order to determine which direction on the management philo

sophy continuum should, in this writer's opinion, be taken by education 

in the face of cataclysmic social change.

The Human Relations Movement

Elton Mayo was one of the first behavioral management theorists 

to emphasize the human character of organizations, a facet largely ig

nored by scientific managers. He pointed out that such a disregard for 

the human element was producing inefficiencies, stifling creativity, and 

frustrating plans. He and F. J. Roethlisberger followed up their famed 

Hawthorne Experiment at Western Electric Company (1927-32) with an in

tensive counseling program and an investigation of informal relation

ships among the employees. The experiment itself was an effort to show 

that in a "controlled" situation where all factors affecting job perfor

mance are "held constant," the introduction of a variable consonant with 

scientific management principles would increase productivity. They 

found, for instance, that the introduction of a rest period increased 

productivity, and fully expected that with its removal, output would 

drop to its previous level. It did not. Other similar tests were made 

with such things as lighting. Improving the lighting in the work place 

was accompanied by increased output. Reducing it to levels below the 

original level failed to cause a reduction in productivity. What had 

not been taken into account was the human factor, which could not be 

controlled in such an experiment. This realization marked the beginning 

of the human relations movement, Mayo being considered the "father."
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The emphasis was on group-orientation, and on the ability of the worker 

to cooperate or not, regardless of commands issuing from those in formal 
authority.

The study of human relations necessarily involves the study of 

human behavior, and a knowledge of human behavior requires a knowledge 

of basic human needs. Abraham Maslow (1954), a psychologist, proposed 

a hierarchy of physiological, social, and egoistic needs of man in this 
order:

1. Basic physiological needs
2. Safety
3. Love
4. Esteem
5. Self-actualization (Maslow 1954)

Each set of needs must be satisfied to some extent before the next 

becomes activated, he theorized, and as it is reasonably well satisfied, 

it loses its potency as a prime motivator of behavior.

Also a significant contribution to understanding human behavior 

is Chris Argyris's list of dimensions of maturity of personality. Any 

human personality may be at a different stage of maturity in each dimen

sion, only the extremes of which are presented in the following list:

Infancy (Immaturity) Adulthood (Maturity)
1. Passivity Activity
2. Dependence Independence
3. Behaving in a few ways Behaving in many different ways
4. Erratic, casual, shal Deeper interests

low, quickly-dropped

interests
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5. Short time perspective Longer time perspective

6. Subordinate position Superordinate position

7. Lack of awareness of self Awareness of and control

over self

Argyris (1957) concluded that by its very nature scientific management 

demands submissiveness, passivity, dependency, short time perspective, 

and repetitive, shallow abilities. The mature employee thus becomes 

frustrated and adapts to the situation by becoming apathetic or indif
ferent.

Douglas McGregor (1960) suggested that the traditional manager's 

view of people is what he labeled "Theory X" —  that they

1. Dislike and avoid work

2. Must be coerced, controlled, directed, and threatened with 

punishment to get them to direct their efforts toward 

achievement of organization goals

3. Prefer to be directed, wish to avoid responsibility, have 

little ambition, and want security above all

McGregor also formulated what he called "Theory Y," which he believed to 

be a more realistic assessment of people, who

1. Regard mental and physical work as natural an activity as 
play or rest

2. Exercise self-control and self-direction

3. Are committed to objectives because of the rewards of 

achievement

4. Accept and seek responsibility
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5. Exercise a high degree of imagination, ingenuity, and 

creativity in solving problems

This distinction between Theory X and Theory Y attitudes toward 

human nature is the very essence of the traditional vs. humanistic 

philosophy conflict, be it in management or education.

Frederick Herzberg (1966) developed a rationale for his approach 

to the study of man’s needs which was based on the duality of human 

nature. This duality consists of the Adam view, which is the need to 

avoid pain, and the Abraham view, which is the need to grow. Avoidance 

of pain is achieved through "hygiene factors” such as pay, interpersonal 

relations, supervision, company policy and administration, and working 

conditions, whereas growth is achieved through "motivators" such as 

achievement, recognition, the work itself, responsibility, and 

advancement.

The conventional approach to the study of job satisfaction had 

always assumed job satisfaction to be a single entity represented as a 

bipolar continuum, "job satisfaction" being at one end and "job 

dissatisfaction" at the other. Along came Herzberg who theorized that 

satisfaction and dissatisfaction are two separate constructs (as are 

mental health and mental illness), and they must therefore be repre

sented by two continue on which the opposite of satisfaction is no 

satisfaction, and the opposite of dissatisfaction is no dissatisfaction 
(Bockman 1971).

Herzberg defines the mentally ill person as one who has a 

lifetime pattern of hygiene-seeking, and who perceives his hygiene
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satisfactions as poor, whether or not they are. The mentally healthy 

individual is one who seeks satisfaction through growth, has achieved 

sufficient success to evidence growth, and has successfully avoided 

discomfort by means of good hygiene satisfactions.

The impact of Herzberg's theory is that since industry today has 

probably satisfied the hygiene needs of its workers, further provision 

of fringe benefits and good working conditions will contribute nothing 

to job satisfaction or to productivity. Rather, more long-run attention 

must be directed toward growth, toward job enrichment, the introduction 

of ambiguity to make decision-making possible. Overtraining should be 

avoided, both from the standpoint of mental hygiene and from the stand

point of waste of human resources.

Herzberg's contentions about routinization, specialization, and 

mechanization are borne out in a large number of studies, only three of 

which will be described to illustrate and support his argument.

(1) A study of assembly line workers in an automobile factory by 

Walker and Guest (1952) led to the conclusion that a highly routinized 

division of labor results in low employee morale. The greater the 

number of operations a worker had to perform, the greater interest he 

had in his job. Absenteeism and turnover were correlated with the 
degree of routinization.

Traditionalists might argue that "we're not out to make people 

happy but to make a profit." Thus primary goal-orientation must 

determine effectiveness. If acceptable morale levels happen to coincide 

with profit-taking, so much the better. But if morale must suffer, 
that's too bad.
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The behavioralist might reply that when the dysfunctional 

aspects of low morale, such as absenteeism, turnover, and union activ

ity, counterbalance the financial gains of complete goal-orientation, it 

will behoove management to change its emphasis for purely utilitarian 

reasons. Besides these negative financial considerations, there is a 

movement in society toward more concern for one’s fellow man and for the 

higher needs that material things cannot satisfy, toward measures to 

improve the quality of life, and toward the elimination of human suf

fering. If any socially sanctioned institution fails to recognize 

society’s demands for too long a time in the face of headlong social 

change, it will be destroyed.

(2) Alfred G. Chandler, Jr. (1962) studied the pattern of 

development of four major American companies: General Motors, DuPont,

Standard Oil of New Jersey, and Sears. He found that all four com

panies went through four phases as follows:

(a) Accumulation of resources (profits high)

(b) Rationalization —  the establishment of "functionally 

departmentalized structures" to administer organization (profits high) 

(N.B. The "scientific" movement in management is sometimes called 

"rationalistic" and would correspond with this definition.)

(c) Continued growth —  diversification of markets and products 
(profits declining)

(d) Establishment of "multidivisional types of structure" 

(profits increasing)
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Chandler concludes that with increasing organizational com

plexity, highly specialized departmentalization causes effectiveness to 

decline, because management cannot cope with the problems of coordinat

ing, evaluating, and planning.

Of particular interest in reference to education management is 

Chandler's (1962) assertion that "organizations also attain complexity 

to the degree that they have highly professionalized role performance." 

Since education is highly professionalized, it would seem that it is 

also highly complex, and that a high degree of specialization and 

routinization therefore work against effectiveness. The movement to 

interdisciplinary courses of study and interdisciplinary cooperation in 

research would seem to indicate that this dysfunctional aspect of over

specialization in education is recognized in some measure, and that 

attempts are being made to correct it.

(3) McCorkle, Elias, and Bixby (1958) found that a high degree 

of mechanization does not result in a high degree of effectiveness. 

Their study was conducted at Highfields, a residential treatment center 

for juvenile delinquent boys. The primary emphasis of the institution 

was on rehabilitation rather than on custody, and it was perceived as 

achieving its goal, based on multiple criteria. McCorkle et al. say 

that mechanization could not be applied in the Highfields program 

because the program consisted mainly of psychotherapy sessions, and 

human interaction cannot be mechanized.

The authors point out that this is true for all highly profes

sionalized roles. Here again, the application to education is evident.
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Many writers maintain that education is extremely autocratic and that it 

maintains "routine for the sake of routine," among other things (Stevens 

1970). This preoccupation with routine and control might well be part 

of the reason for its reduced effectiveness, since education has a 

highly human character, and ideally would maintain a high degree of 

human interaction. Its lack of effectiveness discussed below under 

accountability could stem from two sources, if the conclusions of 

McCorkle et al. are valid:

(a) Resistance of highly professionalized roles to routinization

(b) Impossibility of mechanizing human interaction

Interrelation of Human Relations Theories

Herzberg1s recommendations tie in very well with the contribu

tions of Likert, Maslow, Argyris, and McGregor toward understanding 

human behavior. Likert, as outlined in Chapter 1, also recommended 

participative decision-making as a long-run management activity.

Maslow recognized a certain progression of needs, also evident in 

Herzberg * s writings, particularly wherein he notes that the need for 

growth becomes active only after hygiene needs are satisfied, and that 

if activity to achieve growth needs is thwarted, the person reverts to 

hygiene-seeking as a compensation. The danger of over-training in 

waste of human resources, as pointed out by Herzberg, coincides well 

with Likert's theory of the liquidation of human assets, as well as with 

Argyris's observations about the effects of treating a mature employee 

as if he were in some stage of infancy, never allowing him to use even
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a small fraction of his capabilities. McGregor’s "Theory Y" assessment 

of people as being willing to work, self-directed, self-controlled, 

committed to objectives because of the rewards of achievement, accepting 

of and seeking responsibility, and exercising imagination, ingenuity, 

and creativity in the solution of problems corresponds with Herzberg's 

mentally healthy individual. Such a person seeks satisfaction through 

growth factors (motivators) such as achievement, recognition, the work 

itself, responsibility, and advancement.

Human Relations and Effectiveness

Supervisory Attitudes. One of the reasons^ why human relations 

became important to management at this time (the thirties) was that 

management came to realize that productivity could be improved through 

the judicious conservation of such human assets as loyalty, cooperation, 

and coincidence of goals. Rensis Likert (1961) was instrumental in 

identifying short-sighted managerial and production goals which dis

sipated these assets. One of his experiments in employee participation 

in decision-making is described in Chapter 2. Another of his experi

ments was to test the effect of basic supervisory attitudes on 

productivity.

The two attitude classifications were job-centered (concerned 

primarily with performance of assigned tasks using specific methods at 

a prescribed rate under specified conditions and times) and employee- 

centered (concerned primarily with building an effective work group with 1

1. Others were the threat of increased labor union activity 
and pressure from the government.
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high performance goals through emphasis of human aspects of the 

situation). The employee-centered supervisors showed higher levels of 

productivity and morale, and lower levels of absenteeism and turnover 

than those classified as job-centered. The reports stress that the 

employee-centered supervisors were not coddling the workers, nor were 

they lax in performing their formal organizational duties. Their con

cern for the employees created a more permissive climate in which the 

work group could operate more effectively.

Close Supervision. Katz, Maccoby, and Morse (1950) in a study 

of office workers in the Prudential Insurance Company found that close 

supervision and productivity are inversely related. They define "close 

supervision" as " . . . the degree to which the supervisor checks upon 

his employees frequently, gives them detailed and frequent instructions, 

and, in general, limits the employees' freedom to do the work in their 

own general way . . . . " This definition is congruent with what Likert 

referred to as job-centered supervision. It implies a high degree of 

centralization of authority, one of the hallmarks of traditional manage

ment. It was found that section heads of the low-producing sections 

supervised more closely than did the heads of the high-producing sec

tions, and that low-producing section heads were described by employees 

as "authoritarian," and the high-producing heads were classified by 

their subordinates as "democratic."

Work Flow and Teamwork. Richardson and Walker (1948) found that 

increased productivity and morale resulted from a change of the work 

flow of the IBM plant in Endicott, New York between 1940 and 1947. The
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"job shop system" which existed in 1940 was so designed that the assem

blies were returned to a central store room after each operation. Over 

the next seven years the system was changed to a "progressive assembly," 

which was a continuous, straight-line type. The work passed from one 

operation to another in continuous flow until it was completed, rather 

than being processed through one operation at a time until a batch was 

completed. Productivity was increased because of less frequent handling 

and reduced inventory —  but also noteworthy is the authors * conclusion 

that horizontal interaction along the line was possible in the progres

sive assembly system. Thus informal groups were formed which enhanced 

"teamwork" and cooperation, and thus contributed to the increase in 

productivity. Morale was also enhanced, as evidenced by the complete 

absence of strikes, slowdowns, and stoppages at the Endicott plant from 

1940 to 1947.

Decentralization. Paul R. Lawrence (1958) studied centralized 

decision-making in the Food World Company in 1957. The rate of increase 

in sales and profit was declining in 1954, but by 1957 sales were up 

50 per cent and profits 75 per cent. Obviously between 1955 and 1957 

the company’s effectiveness increased, since its primary goal was to 

increase its profit. During the period in which profits rose, the man

agerial hierarchy was somewhat "flattened" or decentralized by putting 

complete responsibility for the management of individual stores into the 

hands of store managers rather than district managers who had supervised 

an average of 14 stores each with the aid of two assistants in charge of 

meat and produce. This centralization had adversely affected the
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competitive position of the company because decision-making requires 

time, and the higher in the hierarchy decisions are made, the more time 

they require. The more time required to make decisions, the less adap

tive the organization, and therefore the less competitive. Thus 

decentralization would seem to enhance effectiveness, at least to the 

degree which occurred in the company studied. Decentralization can be 

accomplished only with delegation of responsibility and consequently 

some degree of participation of lower echelons in decision-making.

Size. In their studies of colleges and universities, Lazarsfeld 

and Thielens (1958) found an inverse relationship between size and ef

fectiveness as measured on the primary goal yardstick of teaching and 

research. Morale was likewise affected inversely by size. Larger 

colleges were found to be more goal-oriented, impersonal, and formal.

The smaller ones were people-oriented, more personal, and less formal. 

Among privately endowed colleges, the smaller ones were found to be more 

effective, whereas among tax-supported colleges, the larger ones rated 

higher. This latter part of the findings is explained by the fact that 

large tax-supported colleges have other mechanisms which offset the 

dysfunction of size —  such functions as autonomy and sanctions. This 

study shows to some degree that the emphasis of human relations and 

informal relationships is appropriate in varying degrees, depending upon 

the people involved, the situation in which they find themselves, and 

the conditions under which they must operate.
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The Uniqueness of Education

Just as certain parallels exist between the development of man

agement and educational philosophy, so do unique differences exist 

between industrial and educational organizations.

Motivation and Coincidence of Goals

The whole human individual is part of the input to the education 

system but eventually is all of the output to society. He cannot be a 

passive lump of raw material to be processed by an omnipotent, omni

scient machine, but must be an active participant in the throughput if 

he is to become a socially acceptable output. Motivation, then, becomes 

crucial not only to the employer-employee relationship, as in the indus

trial organization, but also to the process-product sequence. Not only 

the employees (teachers and administrators) but also the potential 

products of the system (students) must be stimulated to achieve 

educational goals.

Can this direction toward common goals be achieved? Are the 

goals really "common?" Here is a situation in which the product of a 

system (student) must identify the goals of the system as his own in 

order to be impelled to achieve them. Those goals may or may not 

coincide with his as an individual. Theoretically, at least, society 

defines the goals and expectations of our educational system, and 

students have no say in the matter. Neither do they or their parents 

usually have any say in curriculum construction, teaching methods and 

media, instructional personnel, and authority relationships. Even their 

group membership is compulsory (Yamamoto 1967, p. 207).
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Group Dynamics

Another contrast is in small group structure and dynamics. 

Business or industrial personnel, though probably not self-determining 

in objectives, task choice, or method —  and possibly not even member

ship ■—  are affected as ji group by their group performance. Classroom 

groups, however, are usually not affected as a group by their achieve

ment as a group. Things happening in a group to the individual student 

are not the same things which are happening to the group as a whole. No 

matter how popular or high-status the student or how important he is to 

the group power or communication structure, he remains an individual 

pursuing his own aims according to the significant influences in his 

life and his personal value system. Again, this probably reflects the 

fact that the student is product as well as processor.

Accountability

Still another unique feature of our educational system is the 

limited nature of its accountability, at least up to the present.

Surely no industrial or military organization has enjoyed such relative 

immunity from societal reckoning for so long a time. Accountability is 

answerability for acceptable goal accomplishment, yet with all the goal

setting and specification of objectives required of educators, seldom 

are they required to show what has been learned. Too often they "ex

plain their activities in terms of resources and processes used rather 

than learning results achieved" (Lessinger 1970b, p. 52), or they are 

held accountable only for the "wise" and "prudent" use of funds 

(Crieder 1970, p. 14; Lessinger 1970b).
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That something is radically wrong with education is hardly 

questioned any more. The Carnegie Corporation (Stevens 1970, p. 1), 

besides finding that most public schools fail to educate adequately, 

characterizes them as "oppressive," "grim," and "joyless." The report 

contends that most classes are taught in a uniform manner without regard 

for the individual child’s understanding of or interest in the subject, 

and that the curriculum in use is often characterized by "banality" and 

"triviality." Much of what is taught will never be remembered because 

it is not worth the effort for a child, let alone an adult. Teaching 

unfortunately involves lecturing a group from a uniform lesson plan, as 

if every individual in it should be studying the same subject at the 

same time. Allowing a child to proceed at his own pace in such a group 

is described as "individualized instruction" (Stevens 1970).

Lessinger says that results of the changes demanded by this new 

accountability will be of such size and scope that they can only be 

characterized as "revolutionary." The most basic need, he says, is a 

shift in focus from teaching to learning. Secondly, our public schools 

must cease to be a mere sorting out of "college material" from the 

"scrap heap." Third, a whole new technology of instruction must be 

built around specific learning objectives. Finally, at least a modicum 

of parity between cost and benefit must be achieved.

Recognizing what must be done is an important step toward solu

tion of the problem, but knowing how to do it is quite another matter. 

Accountability probably presents the most formidable "how" questions 

ever posed for education. How do we test for mastery? How do we
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measure behavior modifications? How do we restructure, reform, and 

revolutionize?

Implementation

Certain specific objectives must be set for any course of study, 

be it fundamental "three Rs" or pursuit of individual interest. The 

implementation of accountability requires the measurement of performance 

against these objectives which education has set for itself —  and there 

lies the rub —  the difficulties involved in measuring performance!

They are, to say the least, staggering in number, complexity, and magni

tude. The judgments and evaluations that must be made of innumerable 

human factors are overwhelming to contemplate, but the dogged placing of 

one foot ahead of the other has to start somewhere.

Actually some dogged foot-placing has already been accomplished. 

At least two implementation techniques have been devised and tested to 

some extent, have achieved dramatic results in some cases and have been 

found wanting in others, but, all in all, they show heartening promise.

Performance Contracting. Although public attention was caught 

by the novelty of private industry entering public education, the 

appearance of the Texarkana, Arkansas and Gary, Indiana public school 

systems in national news stories had far greater implications. One of 

those greater implications was the guarantee involved —  that if the 

child did not achieve what the company said he would, the company 

received no fee. A year after the launching of the five-year Texarkana 

experiment, so great was the need where public education had failed that 

this "performance contracting" with its concomitant offer of low
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remedial reading and mathematics problems of some 170 school districts 

around the country (Newsweek 1970, p. 58). There is even a possibility 

that the entire state of Virginia will contract its public education to 

private industry (Elam 1970, p. 509). Though the observers warn against 

over-optimism and for the use of great care in such contracting, its 

benefits to the accountability movement and institutional change are 

unquestionable.

Educational Program Auditing. Now being tried in 86 projects 

under Federally funded bilingual education and dropout prevention pro

grams is a second technique for implementing accountability, that of 

educational program auditing. Here again, as in performance contract

ing, performance is measured against objectives. Kruger (1970, p. 36) 

regards it as "one of the most significant contributions to educational 

administration in recent years." Similar in function to the fiscal 

auditor, who verifies results of accounting procedures and assesses 

their appropriateness, the program auditor verifies the results of a 

school's evaluation program and checks on the suitability of its eval

uative procedures. He must be completely independent of any involvement 

with the school so that his objectivity is not compromised.

The audit procedure begins with an assessment of the adequacy of 

the evaluative design. Once this is done, the auditor's concern is with 

the workings of the evaluative process. Finally he verifies the find

ings of the process. His search is thus directed toward three kinds of 

discrepancies:

46
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1. Between the proposed design and the one the program should 

have

2. Between intended and actual workings of the process

3. Between planned and actual results

In short, he provides feedback so that a program director can adjust his 

operations to meet changing complex situations and thus have greater 

assurance of success (see Figures 1 and 2).

Since the requirements and qualifications for program auditing 

are so varied and numerous and interdisciplinary in nature, no one 

individual could be expected to possess them all. The auditor should 

have experience in designing acceptable comprehensive evaluation plans, 

developing and validating tests and measurements, and processing, 

analyzing, and reporting data and conclusions. He must also bring to 

education such management techniques as operations research, systems 

analysis, and management by performance objectives. Even nationally 

recognized firms in management or educational evaluation may need to 

strengthen their capabilities in the other discipline —  management in 

education evaluation, or education evaluation in management.

Although few school systems are at present seeking auditors of 

their evaluation procedures, as time goes on and anxiety about the 

quality of education increases, program auditors will become a stan

dard feature of public school administration (Kruger 1970).

Status of Human Relations in Education

The investigation of accountability and the reasons for its 

present prominence in the education crisis implies that far more is
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amiss than can be corrected by performance contracting or educational 

program auditing. Education has to assess its position on the manage

ment philosophy continuum and move in the direction indicated by the 

demands being made upon it by society, its personnel, and its students 

in the face of tremendous change, a change so rapid that all social 

institutions are fast being rendered obsolete.

Control Ideology

The Carnegie Corporation (Stevens 1970), after a three-and-a- 

half-year study of American public schools, reported that schools are 

preoccupied with order, control, and "routine for the sake of routine," 

and that students are subjugated by them. The schools create many of 

their own discipline problems, the report says, by practicing systematic 

repression. They also promote docility, passivity, and conformity in 

their students. Not only do they destroy the student's curiosity 

through banal, trivial curricula, but rob him of the ability to think 

and act for himself and to understand and perform in a modern, increas
ingly complex world.

Hoy (1968) describes school as "a despotic structure which em

phasizes the domination of teachers and the subordination of students." 

The traditional school, he maintains, is pervaded by an atmosphere of 

impersonality, pessimism, and "watchful mistrust." It is a custodial, 

rigid, highly-controlled institution concerned primarily with maintain

ing order, and its students are stereotyped by teachers and administra

tors in terms of their appearance, behavior, and parents' social status. 

Hoy describes the custodially oriented teacher as one who regards school
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as an autocratic organization with a rigid pupil-teacher hierarchy in 

which the flow of power and communication is unilaterally downward and 

in which the student must accept teacher decisions without question.

The custodial teacher makes no attempt to understand student behavior, 

views "misbehavior" as a personal affront, perceives students as 

irresponsible and undisciplined, and maintains control through punitive 

sanctions.

Hoy points out that in a humanistic atmosphere, on the other 

hand, students learn through cooperative interaction and experience. 

Learning and behavior are regarded as psychological and sociological 

rather than moralistic processes. In the democratic atmosphere of the 

humanistic approach, self-discipline is substituted for teacher control, 

communication is open-channel and multi-directional, and individuality 

and self-determination assume more importance in meeting the wide range 

of students' needs.

Since professors of education generally stress the humanistic 

approach and permissive control, what happens to make teachers so cus

todial? Hoy believes it is the role formation process. When teachers 

are new, intense efforts are made by other teachers to induce consensus. 

Although their training may have stressed the humanistic approach, the 

schools are authoritarian. Hoy found that "in some schools the ability 

to control is often equated with the ability to teach," and teachers 

viewed as weak in control have only marginal status among their col

leagues. An assertion by Waller (1932, p. 389) gives additional weight 

to Hoy's analysis:
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The significant people for a school teacher are other 
teachers, and by comparison with good standing in that fra
ternity, the good opiriion of students is a small thing and 
of little price. A landmark in one's assimilation to the 
profession is that moment when he decides that only teachers 
are important.

Hoy found that secondary teachers' control ideology is signifi

cantly more custodial than that of elementary teachers. Of those who 

responded, 71 per cent of the secondary and 67 per cent of the elem

entary teachers agreed that "teacher education programs tend to focus 

on ideal images and situations rather than the 'harsh* realities of 

teaching." Also, 81 per cent of secondary and 84 per cent of elementary 

teachers agreed that "in the school in which I am teaching, good teach

ing and good classroom control tend to be equated." Among all 

respondents, 94 per cent agreed to at least one of these two statements.

Hoy's hypothesis that "the pupil control ideology of beginning 

public school teachers will be significantly more custodial after one 

year of teaching" was supported by his studies. One implication of his 

findings is that pupil control ideology identifies the "social climate" 

of the school. One might also conclude that "social climate" is 

indicative of "learning climate."

Flanders's rule of two-thirds states that "in the average class

room someone is talking two-thirds of the time; two-thirds is teacher 

talk; and two-thirds of teacher talk consists of direct influence 

(lecture, direction giving, or criticism)" (Yamamoto 1967, p. 209).

The student, then, has the least autonomy of all. Even if he does one- 

third of the talking, who listens?
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Student Self-Determination

In the face of the present-day knowledge explosion, perhaps the 

primary philosophical accommodation demanded of the educator-manager is 

a realization that no one can possibly learn everything. Neither do we 

have time to teach anyone everything. Therefore a selection must be 

made. On what logical basis do we select certain portions of this 

tremendous body of knowledge to impart to the individual student?

It would seem that once he has been equipped with certain basic 

tools such as the ability to communicate verbally, the ability to read, 

and the ability to communicate in writing, he could be allowed to select 

his intellectual and vocational pursuits on the basis of his own indi

vidual abilities, aptitudes, and inclinations. One alternative is to 

decree essentially the same course of study for everyone, regardless of 

his aptitudes or ability, to be pursued at a uniform speed and in a 

uniform way. The latter (alternative) approach might be recognized as 

the one most public education has taken since its inception.

A fable credited to C. Arthur Compton of Phillips Academy, 

Exeter, New Hampshire and quoted in an editorial of the Arizona Daily 

Wildcat (1970, p. 4) illustrates the point.

Once upon a time the animals decided that they must do 
something heroic to meet the problems of a new world, so they 
decided to organize a school. They adopted a curriculum of 
running, jumping, swimming, and flying because these activi
ties seemed to provide everything that Nature could require.
And to make it a truly liberal education, all the students 
had to take at least three of the four subjects.

The duck was excellent in swimming, better in fact than 
his instructor, but he made only passing grades in flying 
and running. Since he was a slow runner he had to stay after 
school in order to practice, and finally he dropped advanced
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swimming in order to get through the running course. This 
kept up until his feet were badly worn so that when he 
graduated he was only an average swimmer.

The rabbit started at the top of his class in running 
but had an emotional crisis because of so much makeup work 
in swimming, which he disliked but had to take since obvi
ously he could never pass flying.

The squirrel was excellent in climbing until he became 
frustrated in flying when his instructor made him start from 
the ground up instead of from the tree top down.

The eagle was the problem child and was severely dis
ciplined. In climbing he beat all the others to the top 
of the tree, but insisted on using his own way to get there.
He was finally dismissed for insubordination.

The prairie dogs stayed out of school because the ad
ministration would not include burrowing and digging in the 
curriculum. They finally joined with the ground hogs and 
gophers to start another independent school.

Individually pursued learning, says Charles E. Silberman in the 

Carnegie Report, is discouraged by the very structure of the schools, 

which makes the students totally dependent on the teachers. The result 

is an authoritarian system which "educates for docility" (Stevens 1970).

It would seem that these descriptions of characteristics de

manded by public education and the consequences of such an approach have 

a familiar ring. We might recall the assertions of Chris Argyris as 

recounted above that scientific management demands submissiveness, 

passivity, dependency, short time perspective, and repetitive shallow 

abilities; that the mature individual, in his frustration, adapts by 

becoming apathetic or indifferent. We might also recall Herzberg's 

assertion that if, after hygiene needs are satisfied, activity to 

achieve growth is thwarted, the person reverts to hygiene-seeking as a 

compensation. Also pertinent is Herzberg's definition of mental
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illness: a lifetime pattern of hygiene-seeking. Could it be that the

effects of our educational system and our traditional industrial manage

ment combine to produce a high incidence of mental illness in our 

society?

Collegial Decision-Making

Lortie (1967, p. 155) notes in his analysis of teacher commit

ments that "the daily work of the teacher is constrained by controls 

emanating from superordinate officials." While he maintains that they 

do have considerable latitude for decision-making in the classroom, he 

says they "have scant claim to formal autonomy."

Silberman also points out in the Carnegie Report that teachers 

are victimized by the educational system just as much as the students 

are. They're treated like subservient employees, whose job it is to 

take orders and punch the time clock. Their competence is judged not 

by how well their students learn, but by how well they control their 

classes (Stevens 1970).

In a study of the performance of elementary school principals in 

60 schools in Georgia, Gentry and Kenney (1966) asked 60 principals and 

786 teachers to rate the principals' performance on 46 administrative 

practices. Of those 46, there was a significant difference (as measured 

by the Chi-Square Test) between teachers' and principals' perception of 

their performance of 22 practices. Of the 22 on which the ratings dif

fered significantly, the principals rated themselves higher than the 

teachers rated them on 18 items. Although opportunities for innovation, 

enrichment, and individualization of learning were in some cases
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perceived as stifled, most of the differing perceptions involved a lack 

of shared planning and decision-making within the school. Examples of 

practices on which there was non-agreement were:

Utilizes teachers in formulating the philosophy and ob
jectives of the school

Plans for favorable teacher-pupil ratio to achieve good 
learning

Plans for the use of local resource people as a means of 
enriching the educational program

Makes it possible for teachers to participate in the se
lection of new teachers

Makes it possible for staff members to select extra
class duties in order that their aptitudes may be utilized 
more effectively

Organizes teacher committees to plan for the assignment 
of special class duties

Provides cooperatively selected instructional materials 
and assists the teachers in their use

Encourages teacher to focus attention on the individual 
learner

Encourages carefully planned experimentation in teaching 
methods

Granted, the administrative practices on which there was agree

ment also included a few in which there was shared decision-making, but 

the balance was highly in favor of non-agreement. Examples of prac

tices on which there was agreement are:

Encourages teachers to assume responsible freedom in ex
ercising their judgment and initiative in the choice and 
arrangement of activities, subject matter, and method

Encourages students to assume responsibility and take 
initiative in carrying out school activities

Schedules staff meetings for the purpose of formulating 
and evaluating curriculum objectives
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Although the Gentry and Kenney study by Itself is not conclusive 

evidence that our entire public educational system is structurally rig

id, it surely lends credence to frequent assertions throughout education 

literature that such inflexibility, if not universal, is all too fre

quent, and that shared decision-making is the very heart of the matter.

Supervisory Behavior and Effectiveness

Many of the studies which reveal ineffective behavior of super

visory personnel as perceived by teachers (1) conclude that better 

screening of administrative personnel should be accomplished in the 

area in which ineffective behavior occurs, and (2) recommend better 

pre-service and in-service training. Typical of such investigations 

are those by Cooper (1963) and Blumberg and Weber (1968).

Cooper’s report of six critical incident studies of behaviors 

of principals revealed:

. . .  in the majority of instances . . . quality of 
behavior was significantly effective. However, all six 
studies reported significantly more ineffective than ef
fective behaviors in the area of personal characteristics 
and professional standards than expected by chance. The 
import of the finding becomes even greater when it is 
noted that this particular area was the only significantly 
ineffective area according to four of the six studies . .
. . (Cooper 1963, p. 410)

A noteworthy point is that reported incidents were judged as effective 

or ineffective by a variety of respondents, including principals, 

teachers, school board members, and college instructors in teacher 

training institutions. Some of the criteria on which principals 

were judged ineffective involved integrity and consideration for
subordinates:
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1. Adheres to and upholds high moral and ethical stan
dards in personal and professional life

2. Does not let family or personal feelings influence 
school actions or decisions

3. Is accurate and honest in personal and professional 
record-keeping and financial transactions

4. Expresses his intentions openly and sincerely but 
refrains from threats or displays of authority

5. Shows consideration for others and respects personal 
• rights

6. Criticizes, reprimands, or punishes the offender 
privately and justly

7. Displays traits of punctuality, dependability, and 
truthfulness

8. Demonstrates effectiveness in basic skills of oral 
and written expression

9. Determines and fulfills the responsibilities which 
have been delegated to him, not letting other jobs interfere

Other criteria concerned grooming, the social amenities, "clean speech,"

and apportionment of time.

Blumberg and Weber (1968) studied "Teacher Morale as a Function 

of Perceived Supervisor Behavioral Style." High morale was assumed to 

exist "where a relatively competent person has reasonable freedom of 

action, has a sense of being involved in problem-solving with others who 

are part of his work, is dealt with as a person, and is relatively free 

from external evaluation." It was found that a statistically signifi

cant relationship existed between differences in supervisor behavioral 

style, as perceived by 210 in-service teachers, and differential morale

scores.
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The most successful supervisory style in effecting high morale 

among teachers was "low-direct, high-indirect." In other words, the 

supervisory behavior involving little direct influence (telling and 

criticizing) and much indirect influence (question-asking and reflecting 

ideas) brought about the highest morale among teachers. In order of 

high to low morale effects, the remaining combinations were:

High-direct, high-indirect 

High-direct, low-indirect 

Low-direct, low-indirect 

The authors concluded that:

. . . .  there is a great deal more that needs to go into 
the training of educational administrators and supervisors 
than now typically takes place. It is no longer sufficient 
to be a competent technician nor to take a course or two in 
one or another of the behavioral sciences. We know too much 
about people, groups, and organizations to delude ourselves 
into thinking that a smattering of knowledge about this or 
that will do the trick. Today is hard-pressed to let it 
pass; tomorrow certainly will not.

Whither Education?
Humanistic?

The conclusions above strongly suggest that education become 

more concerned about human relations. If this is truly the desirable 

direction (leftward) on the management philosophy continuum, it would 

seem to call for some very basic attitudinal changes among educator- 

managers which will make shared decision-making possible. In other 

words, if education is autocratic and authoritarian as many writers 

maintain, its managers take a Theory X view of people. For them to
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share decision-making, they must feel they can trust in the abilities of 

their subordinates, which would entail adoption of the Theory Y stance.

"Traditional?

A move to a more authoritarian and more autocratic approach 

would appear to be undesirable in view of the evidence. Numerous 

studies have been described which show a positive correlation between a 

more behavioral approach and productivity and morale. If the choice is 

made to pursue an even more goal-oriented and individual-oriented 

approach, even in the face of precipitate social change, the probable 

price will be paid in lowered morale, heightened absenteeism and turn

over, heightened union activity, reduced learning levels, more pre

occupation with control, more teacher-domination and teaching for its 

own sake, and even less interaction with students. There is also the 

possibility that a turn to a more authoritarian approach would render 

education so irrelevant, in its inability to interpret social change for 

the people involved and in its inflexibility, that it would not survive.

Whichever way education changes —  to right or left —  one of 

the tools available for attempting to influence attitudes and behavior 

and to attain congruence of values is through training.

Attitude and Training

When Teigland (1966) attempted to relate teacher attitude change 

to professional training (university training classes), he found that 

the most change occurred among those who were characteristically more 

diferent anyhow, and would change to conform to the stance of an
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authority figure or to conform to group pressure. Rather than actually 

having developed a differential attitudinal set that would result in 

future behavioral change in the classroom, they might have changed their 

attitudes in the direction of the philosophy of the instructor merely 

for the reward of doing well in class. Perhaps, he suggests, profes

sional training is not really effective in changing attitudes.

Lipscomb (1966), on the other hand, feels that changes in atti

tudes do occur during student teaching experience, and that cooperating 

might be the specific effector of such change.

Cicirelli (1969) found that the more creative university super

visor encourages student teachers to explore a full range of teacher 

behavior because he is more aware of the tremendous number of factors 

which affect the student teacher's performance, is not inclined to be 

specific and detailed in assessing his teaching ability, and is 

especially sensitive to the elements which involve teacher-pupil 

relationships.

When Emans (1969) attempted to tie teacher attitudes to general 

values, he found that general values are not significant affactors of 

teacher attitude. The traditional values considered were Puritan 

morality, work-success ethic, individualism, and future-time orienta

tion, as opposed to the emergent values of relativism, sociability, 

conformity, and present-time orientation. He found that older teachers 

held more traditional general values, but that there was no relationship 

between age and educational values. Faculties with highly divergent 

educational values showed great disapproval of the school's philosophy
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of curriculum —  book knowledge set out to be learned (traditional) vs. 

child interests to be expressed (progressive). Individual teachers with 

neutral values showed less favorable attitudes toward curriculum than 

those with extreme values. Principals with emergent general values or 

progressive educational values enjoyed more support and approval of 

school practices from all teachers on the faculty than did traditional 

principals. Persons of higher education expressed more progressive 

value orientations, which led Emans to suggest that one way of de

creasing conflicts in educational values and increasing approval of the 

curriculum is to increase the educational level of the staff.

Because of his finding that the change in degree of open- and 

close-mindedness of student teachers may be a function of the dogmatism 

of their supervisory teacher, Johnson (1969) recommended that great care 

be exercised in the placement of students with supervisors. Open- 

mindedness is the most important variable promoting a good instructional 

climate, he says, and the close-minded, inner-directed, "high dogmatic" 

is "fatal" to the teaching and learning process.

Climate

If the humanistic approach is to be pursued, and if creativity

is valued, a shift of emphasis has to take place —  mere rote learning
2giving way to a measure of creativity and the passive role of the 

student being replaced by an active questioning exchange of opinion and 

ideas. Much research points toward the need for a more open classroom

2. The creative (vs. the imitative) person is more sensitive 
to problems, more flexible, more tolerant of ambiguity, more theoretical 
in orientation, and less interested in details.
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climate and teacher behavior which encourages student participation and 

initiative, and thus fosters creativity and high achievement.

Miller (1963) found that actual differences in teacher attitude 

were present in child-centered vs. subject-centered educators.

Anderson (1969), in relating teacher attributes to organization

al climates, describes "open" climates as those high in consideration 

and thrust, and moderate in aloofness and production emphasis. Teachers 

in such schools are high in autonomy and heterosexuality and low in 

deference and abasement. The opposite is true of teachers in "closed" 

climates, which have low consideration and thrust, and high aloofness 

and production emphasis. The "closed" climate would be characteristic 

of that created by traditional management.

Johns (1968) found that if a teacher wants to increase the 

incidence of thought-provoking questions from students, he should employ 

more "indirect" behavior and should himself ask thought-provoking 

questions. "Indirect" influences, according to Flanders, are learner- 

centered and constitute "integrative" behavior. They include accepting 

student feelings and ideas, reassuring students, and encouraging them to 

participate in classroom discussion by seeking their response to ques

tions. Integrative behavior thus stems from a desire to involve the 

student and of having consideration for his interests. It impels the 

teacher to make requests rather than demands. By contrast, "dominative" 

behavior is teacher-centered in that it seeks compliance by direct 

order. It increases teacher participation, establishes restraints on 

student behavior, results in lecturing, direction-giving, and criticism, 

and emphasizes authority justification,
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Teacher participation has a marked effect even on such factors 

as fatigue. Schuckert and Touchton (1968) found that children tend to 

exhibit less fatigue when teacher-child interaction is high, as in the 

child-centered as opposed to the custodial approach. (An incidental 

finding was that the ratio of fatigue for boys was nearly double that 

for girls.)

In 1968 Paraskevopoulos, in a study of how students rated their 

teachers, found that 70 per cent of the variance in ratings was account

ed for by three major factors:

1. Friendly, warm teacher behavior

2. Understanding, flexible attitudes

3. Behavior encouraging student participation and initiative

Rosen (1968) made similar findings in her study of first-year

teachers. The best-liked were outgoing toward children, sensitive to 

and supportive of their needs, and were able to have fun with them and 

enter into their phantasies without losing their adult identity. The 

disliked teachers were emotionally aloof, restricted the children's 

spontaneity, spoke to them sarcastically, competed with them, and played 
favorites.

In interviews with a psychologist or social worker, the liked 

teachers expressed enjoyment of children and pleasure in watching them 

grow and learn. They intuitively understood them and helped them with 

their problems. The disliked teachers could not understand how children 

think or feel, could not warm up to them, were uneasy with them except 

in academic matters, spoke disparagingly of them, and blamed them for 

failure to meet academic standards.
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In describing their childhood, the liked teachers used strong 

positive expressions. They accepted their childhood self and had an 

indulgent attitude toward their failings and a sense of self-esteem.

They were usually happy and secure, but, if not, they emphasized how 

they conquered adversity. They expressed affection for and pride in 

their siblings. The disliked teachers were more neutral in their ex

pressions, focused on unpleasant feelings, rejected their childhood 

self, withdrew from life, and were uncertain of their own worth. They 

resented early deprivations and had real or imagined physical handicaps. 

They felt unwanted and were jealous of their siblings.

Oddly enough, the liked teachers were professionally ambitious, 

whereas the disliked ones wanted to remain classroom teachers. The 

liked teachers sought help from supervisors and sought ways to work with 

parents, whereas the disliked avoided both, and even resented sugges

tions from superiors. The liked teachers welcomed change and progress 

as a part of life, and felt that mastery of the difficult was intrinsic 

to progress. The disliked ones felt threatened by the new, the diffi

cult, and the unexpected. They did not want further training, did not 

enjoy taking courses, and regarded teaching as a profession which gave 

them an opportunity to gratify wishes unconnected with their work. The 

liked teachers wanted to help the child grow and experience new things, 

whereas the disliked wanted to teach the child proper values and 

perspective.

Rosen concludes that more research is needed to study the rela

tion of a teacher’s personality to his capacity to relate to children of
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varying ages, mental and physical abilities, and socioeconomic back

grounds. Thus better assessments could be made of a prospective 

teacher's capacity to work with children who differ along specified 

dimensions.

Creativity

Walker (1969) describes high creative teachers (those who are 

less stereopathic or authoritarian) as adaptive, flexible, outgoing, 

permissive, and nurturant, and calls not only for a consideration of 

personality of the prospective teacher in staffing, but also for efforts 

to change the undesirable attitudes of existing faculty.

In 1969 Turner and Denny hypothesized that the teacher has cer

tain identifiable, stable personal-social characteristics which are 

reflected in their classroom behavior, and that both characteristics and 

behavior are reflected in changes in pupil characteristics. Those who 

achieved positive changes in pupil creativity were warm, spontaneous, 

and child-centered. Their behavior consisted of positive reinforcement 

of pupil responses, adaptation of activities to pupils, attention to 

individuals, and variation in activities and materials. Those who de

pressed pupil creativity were highly organized, businesslike, and over 

controlling. Again, the findings suggest that, in staffing, adminis

trators should hire those teachers whose characteristics and behavior 

will result in the degree of pupil creativity they wish to foster.
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Achievement
In 1969 Palardy reported on a study of achievement which he 

based on the Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) idea as related in Pygmalion 

in the Classroom. Rosenthal and Jacobson found that when they told 18 

elementary teachers that certain of their pupils would show dramatic 

intellectual growth in the academic year ahead, they did make signifi

cantly greater gains in intelligence quotient than the other pupils not 

designated as "intellectual spurters." Actually there was no differ

ence in their capacity for '.'intellectual spurting." The only difference 

was in the minds of their teachers.

Palardy found that when teachers reported that they believed 

boys far less successful than girls in learning to read, the boys in 

their classes were far less successful than the girls. If teachers 

reported they believed boys just as successful as girls, they were just 

as successful. What tremendous implications this has for consideration 

of teacher or manager attitudes and their effect on achievement at all 

levels!
In another experiment involving achievement, Schuck (1969) 

found that when student teachers were told their grade in student 

teaching depended upon the achievement gains made by their students, 

significant achievement gains were made over students taught by others 

who were not given such a set, and the teachers who had been given the 

set were perceived as more effective than those who had not. The impli

cations of this study for accountability are staggering, despite 

contentions that teachers are dedicated professionals for whom addition

al incentives are ineffective.
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Hoover (1963) concluded that the method of presentation has no 

effect upon academic achievement. Methods he tested differed in degree 

of teacher-centeredness of teacher behavior.

In a study of the effect of class size on achievement gains 

among junior high school (seventh and eighth grade) students of English 

and mathematics, Johnson and Scriven (1967) found that there was no 

consistent effect of class size on such gains. They concluded that 

"uncritical worship of small classes for all subjects, grades, and 

ability levels is unjustified." This conclusion also has tremendous im

plications for accountability and the budget squeeze.

Pigge (1968) found that on the basis of teaching effectiveness 

principals prefer teachers who were "A" students in college over those 

who were "C" students. On 15 of 32 trait descriptions, they showed a 

significant preference for "A" over "C" teachers, but did not rate "C" 

over "A" on any trait.

Bridges (1968) found that principals of both working class and 

middle class schools preferred expressive (student-centered) to instru

mental (teacher-centered) characteristics when faced with an.either-or 

choice. Bridges theorizes that the principals felt the instrumental, if 

lacking, could be acquired, and also that instrumentals could cause more 

difficulty with other teachers and with parents, thus causing the prin

cipal more trouble in the long run.

Summary

After the inception of the human relations movement with the 

work of Mayo at Western Electric in the 1930s, numerous experiments and



studies have shown that various human relations aspects are positively 

correlated with effectiveness of organizations.

The major behavioral theorists have each contributed a certain 

measure of understanding of human problems in organizations, the valid

ity of which is borne out by any number of studies. None of the studies 

of itself can be considered conclusive because of the difficulty of con

ducting controlled experiments with human subjects. The preponderance 

of evidence, nevertheless, makes a strong argument for the human rela

tions approach, particularly when the magnitude and speed of social 

change are considered.

Education, as one of the social institutions which apparently is 

not performing according to the needs and demands of society, faces un

precedented demands for accountability. An analysis of conditions 

which led to these demands shows that the implementation of account

ability will not necessarily correct the ills contributing to the 

crisis. A move to a more extreme authoritarianism and autocracy would, 

in the opinion of this writer, exacerbate the ills. This view is based 

on the evidence of studies in human relations and their effect on 

business, industrial, and educational management.

The preponderance of evidence presented in education literature, 

some of which is abstracted here, seems to favor the child-centered, 

open-minded, flexible, democratic, communicative, understanding teacher 

for schools which are less despotic, authoritarian, stifling institu

tions. Not only does this type of teacher foster a classroom climate in 

which creativity becomes possible, but also a learning climate in which
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the opportunity for all types of achievement is enhanced. Surely the 

evidence also points toward a definite relationship among student- 

centeredness as a philosophical approach based on maturity, good mental 

health, a trust in the character and ability of people, and a consequent 

willingness to share decision-making.

t



CHAPTER 4

INVESTIGATION OF LEADERSHIP IN THE TUCSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

A number of writers, among them Silberman in the Carnegie Report 

(Stevens 1970) and Hoy (1968), express in very strong terms the idea 

that American public schools are authoritarian, autocratic, and re

pressive (see Chapter 3), in addition to their failure to educate 

adequately. The implementation of accountability with such techniques 

as performance contracting and program auditing would seem to offer some 

hope of improvement. Some of these programs have been effective on a 

limited scale and show promise. In this writer's opinion, however, 

though they are of help, they are not the entire answer. They would 

appear at this stage to be more symptomatic relief than cure.

An attitudinal transformation is what this writer sees as the 

truly basic need in order to educate people who can cope with change.

As pointed out in Chapter 3, it would appear, on the basis of insightful 

theory and supportive evidence, that a more humanistic approach to edu

cation management would help to nurture self-direction and self-control 

in people. Basic to all of the humanistic management principles is an 

attitude of trust. That is not to say that responsibility for results 

is in any way mitigated. It is rather a concern for the whole man, not 

just his mechanistic performance of assigned tasks. It is a recognition 

that he operates more effectively as a whole being than as an automaton 

whose mental and emotional commitments are completely divorced from his
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work. It is a concern for maturity, growth, and mental health in 

society. It is a concern for survival of education as a viable, effec

tive social institution.

Given that movement toward the humanistic approach to education 

management is the desirable direction for education management to take, 

how far should it move? How fast should it move?

Both the distance and the rate will, in this writer’s opinion, 

be determined by:

1. The degree of perception by the members of the system of the 

need for reform

2. The magnitude of the discrepancy between what the members 

regard as acceptable leadership behavior and how the leaders 

actually perform

3. The degree of willingness on the part of all members to 

modify attitudes and behavior when such discrepancies are 

demonstrated

The need, then, lies in these three areas. Unless the need for 

reform is recognized, surely no reform will take place. Unless a dis

crepancy between what society should expect of educational leaders and 

what sort of performance it is actually getting can be demonstrated, no 

modification of behavior can be expected. Unless members of the educa

tion system can be convinced of the manifest need for modification of 

their own attitudes and behavior, and of the necessity for their own 

personal commitment, no such modification will occur.

It thus behooves us to search for means to investigate, and to 

quantify, and to measure (however crudely) these crucial matters.
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In addition to deciding on the direction of movement, and trying 

to determine distance and speed, education management must know where it 

is if its reformative efforts are to be purposeful.

. Statement of the Problem

In the face of tremendously accelerating social change, the 

problem in education management is to determine:

1. Where are we in relation to our philosophical bases?

2. Where do we want to go? (what are the objectives of 
change?)

3. In which direction is it? (Which philosophical base offers 

the best hope of goal attainment?)

4. How far is it? (What is the best philosophical "mix" for 

the present social milieu as compared with where we are?)

5. How fast must we move? (How great is the distance in 

relation to the time constraints?)

The problem could be investigated on each of many different con

tinue representing separate items of educational management. The 
following is a partial list:

Item Liberal Extreme Conservative Extreme

Philosophical Behavioral -------------------------------  Traditional
approach

Attitude
toward people 

Leadership 
style

Communication
Instruction
Classroom

climate
Control

Theory Y -------------------------- — --------Theory X

Laissez-faire-------------------------- -—  Autocratic

Open, multidirectional ------------ Along formal paths
Individualized ——— ———————————————— Teacher—dominated
Open —————————————————————————————————————————— Closed

Permissive-----— ----------- ----- ------—  Repressive



Being in a given position on one continuum does not imply that 

the same location on any or all of the others is achievable or even de

sirable.

Because leadership style, as previously pointed out, is one of 

the most effective distinguishing characteristics between traditional 

and behavioral approaches to management, and because so often criticism 

of education is leveled at its alleged autocracy, it was decided that 

leadership style would be the aspect of management to be investigated 

in this study according to the problem statement.

The answer to question 2 of the problem statement, "Where do 

we want to go?", has already been answered in previous portions of this 

paper. A review of the major philosophical approaches to management, 

with a particular emphasis on leadership as part of the function of 

directing and change as a social phenomenon, plus a review of studies in 

both industry and education attesting to the effectiveness of the human 

relations approach, have led this writer to conclude that reform, lead

ing to a restoration of relevance, leading to survival are the objectives 

to be reached. It is also this writer's opinion that the general direc

tion of change (question 3) should be toward the humanistic, but the 

question of direction within the profession will be taken up as part of 

the conclusions of the study.

Population and Sample

Since the problem as herein delineated is concerned with leader

ship attitude and behavior among American educators, the most all 

inclusive population would be public school teachers and administrators
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of the United States. Hoy (1968), however, points out a significant 

difference in control ideology between secondary and elementary teach

ers. Consequently this all-inclusive population was narrowed to include 

only secondary personnel —  those with the stronger control ideology.

In addition, for reasons of population homogeneity, physical proximity, 

and potential sample size adequacy, the population for this study was 

further limited to Tucson Public School District No. 1. Findings may 

not necessarily be extrapolated outside the population as defined —  

secondary personnel of Tucson Public Schools.

The individual school seemed like a logical "work unit," with 

the principal regarded as the "supervisor," and the teachers as "observ

ers." Other administrators, such as assistant principals and deans, 

were not included as supervisors because their duties are often not 

primarily supervisory. Department chairmen were excluded because their 

duties are involved primarily with instruction.

Thus, with a school unit yielding only one supervisory response, 

it was deemed necessary to study not only the 8 high schools, but also 

the 14 junior high schools of the district, should the principals all 
agree to participate.

Since a 100 per cent sample of Tucson secondary teachers was not 

feasible for a study of this scope, it was decided that a random sample 

of 6 observers would be selected from each school. The reason for 

choosing an approximately equal number from each school was to preserve 

the school's anonymity. (If the number of observers had varied on a 

fixed percentage basis, the larger and smaller schools could easily have
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been identified.) It also had the advantage of maintaining a fairly 

constant ratio of observers to principals. It was estimated that a 

sample of about 132 teachers (about 6 from each of 22 schools) would 

require all of the resources —  time, manpower, and money —  available 

for this study. Anywhere from 4 to 8 observers from each school would 

be regarded as an acceptable number, the target being 6.

Factors to be Studied

Two factors of leadership style were to be studied —  Considera

tion and Structure.

Consideration. Reflects the extent to which an individual 
is likely to have job relationships with his subordinates 
characterized by mutual trust, respect for their ideas, 
consideration of their feelings, and a certain warmth between 
himself and them. A high score is indicative of a climate of 
good rapport and two-way communication. A low score indicates 
the individual is likely to be more impersonal in his rela
tions with group members.

Structure. Reflects the extent to which an individual is 
likely to define and structure his own role and those of his 
subordinates toward goal attainment. A high score on this 
dimension characterizes individuals who play a very active 
role in directing group activities through planning, communi
cating information, scheduling, criticizing, trying out new 
ideas, and so forth. A low score characterizes individuals 
who are likely to be relatively inactive in giving direction 
in these ways (Fleishman 1969).

As pointed out in Chapter 2, these two factors emerged in the 

factorial study by Halpin and Winer (1957) at Ohio State University as 

accounting for a very large part of the variance among the subjects' 

replies (83 per cent). Later development of the questionnaire concen

trated on Consideration and Structure only.
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Formulation of Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1

Questions 4 and 5 of the problem statement, "How far is it [from 

where we are to our objectives]?" and "How fast must we move?", are 

closely related, and for the purposes of this study will be considered 

as one question based on the discrepancy between what is expected of 

educational leadership and how it is observed to be meeting these expec

tations. The magnitude of the discrepancy, as previously stated, will 

determine the distance and rate of movement.

The discrepancy between expected and actual performance will be 

measured by the difference between "real" or actual leadership behavior 

as described by the led, and "ideal" leadership behavior, a description 

by the leaders as to how they should behave. The comparison of "real" 

vs. "ideal" thus offers an is-ought comparison within the profession. 

"Real" is a benchmark to be compared with both local and national norms 

for "ideal." In this part of the study, this comparison will be made 

with local "norms" for "ideal" for all schools as one group, for junior 

high schools considered separately, and for senior high schools con

sidered separately. The rationale for separation by level is that since 

a significant difference exists between the control ideology of second

ary and elementary personnel (Hoy 1968), possibly a significant 

difference also exists between senior and junior secondary personnel.

The results are hypothesized as follows:

Statement of Hypothesis 1. Tucson Public Schools secondary 

principals' descriptions of "ideal" leadership behavior, as measured on
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the dimensions of Consideration and Structure, do not differ signifi

cantly from their observers’ perception of their "real" leadership 

behavior, for senior high schools as a separate group, for junior high 

schools as a separate group, and for all high schools as one group.

Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 1 was formulated to investigate differences between 

"real" and "ideal" supervisory behavior for all secondary principals and 

for the principals grouped by school level, senior and junior.

Hypothesis 2 is designed to perform the same sort of comparison on a 

school-by-school basis. The interest here is to determine if there are 

differences among schools on the degree of agreement between "real" and 

"ideal." In other words, are individual principals observed by their 

teachers to perform in a manner significantly different from the way 

they say they should.

Statement of Hypothesis 2̂. There is no difference among schools 

as to the significance of the difference between "real" leadership 

behavior, as described by the observers, and "ideal," as described by 

the principal, for the dimensions Consideration and Structure.

Hypotheses 3 and 4

As pointed out in the statement of the problem, one of the ques

tions to be answered is "Where are we?" in regard to the philosophical 

bases available to us. The answer should yield a "location," but should 

also relate it so some comprehensible reference point. The measurement 

of "real" behavior is probably as good an indicator as is available from
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this study design of where leadership behavior is in the chosen popula

tion. It is a benchmark not only of where the group is in relation to 

the locally accepted "ideal," as hypothesized in statements 1 and 2, but 

also in relation to the national norms of "ideal" behavior for leaders 

in education. Thus "real" behavior, as benchmark data, may be compared 

with Tucson secondary "ideal" behavior and also with national measures 

of "ideal" behavior to determine Tucson's relative position in compar

ison with the nation. The latter comparison is of interest in this part 
of the study.

Statement of Hypothesis 3. Tucson secondary observers' descrip

tions of their principals' "real" leadership behavior as measured on the 

dimensions Consideration and Structure do not differ significantly from 

national norms for "ideal" leadership behavior.

Likewise Tucson "ideal" may be compared with national "ideal" 

behavior scores to determine Tucson's relative position in regard to 
attitude.

Statement of Hypothesis 4_. Tucson secondary principals ’ 

descriptions of "ideal" leadership behavior do not differ significantly 

from the national norms for "ideal" behavior.

Hypotheses 5 and 6

Fleishman (1957) pointed out in his study of leader behavior in 

industry that this "ideal," as described by the leaders, might also be 

regarded as a measure of attitude. Here again, if junior high school 

principals exhibit different leadership attitudes on the Consideration 

or Structure scales, there might be reason to conclude that one group
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tends to be more autocratic in attitude than the other, or to show more 

of a sense of responsibility for goal accomplishment.

Statement of Hypothesis 5. Tucson junior high school principals' 

descriptions of "ideal" leadership behavior as measured on the dimen

sions Consideration and Structure, do not differ significantly from the 

senior high school principals' descriptions of "ideal" behavior.

Fleishman (1957) regarded "real" leadership behavior, as de

scribed by subordinates, to be a valid indicator of the supervisor's 

actual behavior (benchmark) as opposed to attitude (above). If junior 

high school principals exhibit different leadership behavior from senior 

principals on the Consideration and Structure scales, there might be 

reason to conclude that they are more or less autocratic, or that they 

are more or less attentive to responsibility for. results.

Statement of Hypothesis 6. Tucson junior high school observers' 

descriptions of "real" leadership behavior, as measured on the dimensions 

of Consideration and Structure, do not differ significantly from the 

senior high school observers' descriptions of "real" behavior.

Direction of Change

The question of direction (question 3 of the problem statement) 

has to be answered in the investigations which compare "real" with 

"ideal" within the profession, since no measure of what would be the 

public's assessment of "ideal" is available. As pointed out in the 

introduction of hypotheses 1, 2, 3, and 4 above, two such measures of 

"ideal" within the profession are available —  local and national. The 

answers to the limited question of direction, then, will be in the
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with local and national "ideal," and which compare local "ideal" and 

national "ideal."

Why the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire?

Reference to Delbert C. Miller's Handbook of Research Design and 

Social Measurement (1970) revealed that the Leadership Opinion Question

naire (see Appendix A) was one of the sociometric scales suggested as 

appropriate for study of leadership in the work organization. It was 

suggested that the Supervisory Behavior Description be used in conjunc

tion with it for a comparison of perception by the work group of the 

supervisor's actual behavior with what he says he should do.

Upon further investigation, it was found that the two instru

ments, though similar, did not yield comparable scores, and that there 

was not a question-for-question correspondence between them. There 

were also unequal numbers of questions in the two instruments.

Examination of sample questionnaires and their manuals led to a 

decision that the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire offered many advan

tages over other such instruments. With minor changes in the questions, 

it could be used to elicit both "real" and "ideal" descriptions, and 

there would be a question-by-question correspondence which would permit 

direct comparison of responses and scores.

Over twenty years of research and a wide variety of applications 

in organizational settings produced the questionnaire, which consists of 

40 questions, 20 on Consideration and 20 on Structure. The subject is 

asked to respond to each question by checking one of the five alternative



responses. Since the alternatives are scored 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, the 

maximum possible score on each scale is 80 (the general range being 

30 to 70) for a possible total of 160 points.

The Leadership Opinion Questionnaire has been determined to 

have the following qualities not usually present in instruments of this 
kind:

1. The dimensions Consideration and Structure were determined 

by factor analysis to be independent. Supervisors may be high in both, 

high in one and low in the other, or low in both.

2. Internal consistency reliabilities obtained by the split- 

half method were high for both dimensions (.62 to .89).

3. Homogeneous measures of Consideration and Structure were 

achieved through item analysis. Thus individual questions within a 

dimension have equal weight and are additive.

4. The questionnaire offers high test-retest reliabilities 
(.67 to .80).

5. Multiple choice responses (adverbs) to each question were
X

so chosen as to:

a. Divide the range of frequency of behavior into approx

imately equal psychological steps by the five choices 

be Coordinate the adverbs with the item in such a way that 

there would be no obvious reason to choose one re

sponse rather than the other, so far as the instrument 

itself would be concerned

6. "Halo" and "social desirability" effects seem to have been 

eliminated from the instrument, judging by sample correlations between
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Consideration and Structure scores. All of the correlation coefficients 

were small, the median r being around zero.

7. Correlation with intelligence scores has been virtually 

eliminated.

8. Correlation with personality measures is significant only 

where the measure is consistent with the definition of leadership 

dimensions.

9. The questionnaire can be administered individually or in a

group.

In view of the strong advantages offered by this carefully 

developed instrument, a pilot study was not deemed necessary. It would 

have added little or nothing to the information already available and 

well documented in the manual, as well as in the detailed Ohio State 

University Research Monograph (Stogdill and Coons 1957).

Method

Permission was obtained from the copyright holders, Science 

Research Associates, Inc., Chicago, Illinois to use an adaptation of 

the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire to investigate leadership attitudes 

and behavior in the Tucson Public Schools for thesis research.

The questionnaire was reproduced essentially as it is published, 

except that there was no blank for the respondent to identify himself. 

Since the principal's version was slightly different from the observer's 

version and there was only one principal's response from a school, 

his reply was automatically identified. In the face of this logistical 

difficulty in preserving anonymity, all the investigator could do was
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to give personal assurances of confidentiality. These assurances were 

strictly honored.

The directions on the front page of the principal’s version 

were as follows:

For each item, choose the alternative which most nearly 
expresses your opinion on how frequently you should do what 
is described in that item. Always indicate what you as a 
supervisor (principal) sincerely believe to be the desirable 
way to act. Please remember —  there are no right or wrong 
answers to these questions. Different principals have dif
ferent experiences, and we are interested in your opinions.

Another version was prepared for administration to the observers. 

It was identical with the original except that each question was in the 

third person singular. In other words, the first item, "Put the wel

fare of your unit above the welfare of any person in it," was changed 

to, "Puts the welfare of his unit above the welfare of any person in 

it." The second item, "Give in to your subordinates in discussions 

with them," became, "Gives in to his subordinates in discussions with

them," and so on through all 40 questions. In both versions each ques

tion was followed by five adverbs which, as often as possible, were 

chosen by the designers to denote frequency, and which were the alterna

tive choices for the reply. Four sets of adverbs were used among the

40 questions:

A B C D
Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

Often
Fairly often 
Occasionally 
Once in a while 
Very seldom

A great deal 
Fairly often 
To some degree 
Comparatively little 
Not at all

A great deal 
Fairly often 
To some degree 
Once in a while 
Very seldom

The observer's instructions, as they appeared on the first page,
were as follows:
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You have observed your own principal and probably know 
pretty well how he operates. In this questionnaire you are 
simply asked to describe some of the things your own prin
cipal does in relation to the teachers in your school.

For each item, choose the alternative which best des
cribes how often your principal does what that item says.
Remember —  there are no right or wrong answers to these 
questions. The items simply describe the behavior of the 
principal over you; they do not judge whether his behavior 
is desirable or undesirable. Every principal is different 
and so is every school, so we expect differences in what 
different principals do.

Each questionnaire was accompanied by a cover letter (see 

Appendix B) requesting the cooperation of the respondent, assuring him 

of his anonymity (and his school’s), assuring him of complete confi

dentiality (no one other than the investigator would see or be informed 

of individual replies), and offering him a summary of the results. Each 

respondent was also supplied with an envelope in which to seal his 

reply. No identification of any sort appeared on the questionnaire or 

the envelope.

As each observer was selected from a numbered list of the 

faculty of his school, as published in the Tucson Public Schools 

Directory for 1970-71, his name was recorded on the list of potential 

participants for his school. The selection was accomplished by means of 

a random number table. A four-digit random number was selected from the 

table, a decimal point was placed in front of the first digit, the num

ber was multiplied by the number of faculty members in the school, and 

the product was rounded to the nearest whole number. The name corres

ponding to that number in the directory became the next on the list. If 

duplicate numbers occurred within a school, they were discarded after
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the first occurrence. This process was repeated with succeeding numbers 

in the table until all lists were complete. Twelve names were chosen 

for each school, but only the first six who agreed to participate became 

observers and received questionnaires. So far as is known, only two of 

all those contacted refused to participate. In some cases the teacher 

was no longer employed by the district, had been drafted, was ill, or 

was deceased.

Before any of the actual research could be done, the Research 

Department of Tucson Public Schools had to approve the proposal. Their 

approval was obtained with a minimum of difficulty. At their sugges

tion, the investigator composed a letter (see Appendix C) to be sent to 

the secondary principals, along with one from the Research Department.

Only three of 22 principals volunteered to participate. Four of 

the schools were ruled out because of very recent changes of adminis

tration. The participation of the other 15 principals was obtained by 

personal telephone call or office visit.

Data Collection

A packet was prepared in advance for each participating school. 

It contained a list of randomly selected observers, a principal's 

questionnaire, and seven observers' questionnaires, the seventh intended 

for contingency use.

There were almost as many prescriptions for contacting the 

teachers as there were principals. A few asked for the investigator's 

preferences, but most had their own procedures which were followed by 

the investigator if at all possible. Some wanted the teachers to be
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telephoned at home first, others said the teachers would feel less 

pressured if contacted by the investigator personally, still others 

said the teachers would feel less pressured if the principal contacted 

them, and one had a student aide escort the investigator to the various 

classrooms to speak with the teachers personally. Some were quite 

casual and suggested that the questionnaires with the accompanying 

material be put in the teachers' mailboxes by the investigator, and 

others wanted their secretaries to do it. Once they had agreed to 

participate, most of the principals made every effort to facilitate 

data collection.

In the cover letters the participants were informed that their 

completed questionnaires would be picked up two working days hence.

It was felt that

1. It gave the participant an opportunity to reply at a time 

more convenient for him rather than having to take time out for an 

interview

2. It facilitated maintenance of respondent anonymity

3. It gave better assurance of return in a relatively short

time

Two of the principals expressed the opinion that two days was 

too short a time, that the teachers should be given at least a week to 

ten days. By contrast, several had all of them ready in two days, and 

one in only a day.

After a series of four or five fruitless personal visits to 

collect completed questionnaires at four of the schools, no more than
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three replies had been received from each of them. The investigator 

brought or mailed three more questionnaires to each school and asked 

that they be distributed to the next three teachers on the list who 

agreed to participate. After a week or two some of the original 

participants sent in returns, bringing the school total above six.

The excellent rate of return was achieved without any compromise 

of the proposed study plan.

Several of the respondents chose not to seal their replies. A 

few made a point of requesting results of the study. Several respon

dents criticized certain questions, perceiving them as ambiguous, 

lacking in clarity, or impossible to answer. In some cases, where the 

set of choices did not go far enough, the respondent added another 

category. For instance, if the choice denoting least frequency was 

"Very seldom," the observer pencilled in and checked "Never."

Coding and Processing the Data

In order to facilitate computer analysis, all of the data were 
coded numerically.

1. School names were drawn at random and numbered 1 through 18.

1-6 Senior high schools

7-18 Junior high schools

2. Respondent categories were coded:

1 for principals
2 for observers
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3. Answers to questions were indicated as follows:

0 No answer

1 Highest frequency (always, often, a great deal)

5 Lowest frequency (never, very seldom, not at all)

These data were punched into cards and tabulated by a program 

written by the investigator for the CDC-6400. The analysis is described 
in Chapter 5.

Scoring

The following numbered questions pertained to the Consideration 

dimension of leadership:

2 10 15 24 33

5 11 17 28 34

7 12 19 29 36

8 13 23 32 38

Those remaining pertained to Structure:

1 9 20 26 35
3 14 21 27 37
4 16 22 30 39
6 18 25 31 40

The following numbered questions were scored:

4 for highest frequency (always, often, a great deal)
0 for lowest frequency (never, very seldom, not at all)
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35 

37

39

40

Those remaining were scored in reverse:

0 for highest frequency (always often, a great deal)
4 for lowest frequency (never, very seldom, not at all)

7 13 26 34

8 15 28 36

11 18 29 38

1
2

3

4

5

6

9

10
12
14

16

17

19

20 
21 
22
23

24

25

27

30

31

32

33

Because of the reverse scoring for twelve of the forty questions, the 

responses were reversed so that consistency in direction of scoring was 

maintained as follows:

Original Response Reversed Response Score

0 0 (Average for
Dimension)

1
2
3
4
5

5
4
3
2
1

4
3
2
1
0

The coding "O" remained the same, since it indicated "no answer." Be

cause such omissions would distort the respondent's score, omissions 

were given the average score for the dimension to which they pertained. 

Example: An observer failed to answer two questions per

taining to Consideration, and the computed score for the 

18 questions he did answer was 63.
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» 63Average score = "Jg = 3-5

Final score in Consideration = 20 x 3.5 = 70

/



CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA AND TESTS OF HYPOTHESES

Consideration apparently is inversely related to an autocratic 

leadership style. A high Consideration score would thus indicate that 

the leader is not autocratic. Structure does not lend itself to such 

simple analysis because of its essential relationship to responsibility. 

Hemphill and Coons (1957) point out that probably all other factors, 

including Consideration, are supportive of Structure.

Behavioralists would tend to downplay Structure, particularly 

the super-imposed variety. Since Structure is essential to goal accom

plishment, it cannot be eliminated. When it is not super-imposed, then, 

it must be self-imposed if goals are to be attained. The behavioralists 

would not find this inconsistent with good management practice, since 

they advocate participation in goal setting to achieve coincidence of 

personal and organizational goals. They say the coincidence of goals 

results in heightened motivation, self-imposed Structure, and coopera
tion, and consequently more effectiveness.

From the behavioralist's viewpoint, then, a low Structure score 

might indicate that the leader is not autocratic. Others might regard 

low Structure as an indication of dereliction of duty, a failure to 

measure up to responsibility for results. The truth probably lies 

somewhere between. In any case, optimum Structure depends more on the 

situation than optimum Consideration does.
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Halpin and Winer (1957) say that with high Consideration, a high 

Structure score does not adversely affect subordinates' perception of 

the leader's effectiveness. With low Consideration and high Structure, 

however, the reverse is true. Fleishman (1969, p. 2) says that in em

pirical validity studies in which Consideration and Structure were 

related to independent criteria of effectiveness, "no cases were found 

where low Consideration goes with good performance." Halpin and Winer 

(1957) found that the most effective military commanders were high in 

both dimensions, and that, generally speaking, educators were higher in 

Consideration and lower in Structure than other supervisory groups.

Since high Consideration would indicate that the leader is not auto

cratic, this evidence of higher Consideration does not "square" with 

contentions that education is highly autocratic. The answer would 

probably be that just because educators are more considerate and less 

structured than business and industrial supervisors, who are also 

generally characterized as highly autocratic, it does not follow that 

the degree of difference is necessarily great enough to take educators 

out of the highly autocratic classification.

Based on effectiveness criteria comparisons, the least desir

able combination of leadership dimensions is low Consideration and low 

Structure (Fleishman 1969).

If one were to anticipate whether the junior or senior high 

school principal would exhibit more autocratic behavior, he might choose 

the senior principal on two counts:
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1. He runs a larger school In which one might expect more 

impersonal relationships (Lazarsfeld and Thielens 1958).

2. If elementary schools are significantly less custodial than 

secondary schools (Hoy 1968), and if grade level might be the determin

ing factor of control ideology, then junior high schools, because they 

are at a lower grade level than senior high schools, would tend to be 

less custodial and their principals less autocratic.

Hypothesis'1

Statement

Tucson Public Schools secondary principals’ descriptions of 

"ideal" leadership behavior, as measured on the dimensions of Considera

tion and Structure, do not differ significantly from their observers’ 

perception of their "real" leadership behavior, for senior high schools 

as a separate group, for junior high schools as a separate group, and 

for all high schools as one group.

Discussion

The expectation behind this hypothesis, based on the results of 

studies done at Ohio State University using the Leader Behavior 

Description Questionnaire and its successor, the Leadership Opinion 

Questionnaire (Stogdill and Coons 1957), would be that "real" behavior 

scores would be different from "ideal." Here, however, the null hypoth

esis was used, in which case no difference is hypothesized. The general 

direction of differences in past studies cited above was negative —  

that is, "real" was somewhat lower than "ideal." This hypothesis does 

not take direction of difference into account.



The magnitude of the discrepancy between "real" and "ideal" is 

in this case intended to show how well educators are observed to per

form as could be expected from their own evaluations of what they should 

be doing. If they are performing far from expectation, convincing them 

of the necessity for behavior changes should be greatly facilitated, and 

adjustive action could probably be quite swift. If, for instance, the 

principals were to have "ideal" scores of about 65 in Consideration, and 

were observed as behaving on the 25 level, the difference is so great 

that it would point up the need for speedy behavior modification. If, 

however, the principals' "ideal" scores hovered about 35, and their 
observed behavior hovered about 25, the difference is of such a rela

tively small size that it fails to show much of an urgency for change in 

the direction of "ideal," and may actually be due to chance. In this 

case the principals are performing essentially as they say they should, 

even though what they say they should be doing appears to be very low on 

the scale. Remedial action in the latter case would entail adjustments 
in attitude as well as in behavior.

Decision

The Mann-Whitney U Tests of Hypothesis 1 are summarized in 

Table 1. In the table are shown the sizes of the two samples being com

pared, the minimum and maximum U statistics (explained below) with their 

associated z values, and the significance levels associated with the z 

values. This information is shown for senior, junior, and all high
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Table 1. Mann-Whitney U Test of Hypothesis 1, "Real" vs. "Ideal" by 
Group.

Level C/Sa nl n2
Mann-Whitney 
U Statistics z values

Significance
Levels

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

Senior C 6 39 133 120 .53 .10 .596 .920

S 6 39 83 69 -1.14 -1.60 .254 .110

Junior C 12 72 348 326 -1.07 -1.35 .285 .177

S 12 72 449 425 .22 -.09 .826 .928

All C 18 111 907 843 -.63 -1.06 .529 .289

S 18 111 955 876 -.30 —. 84 .764 .401

a. C = Consideration

S = Structure



The significance levels shown in the last two columns of the 

table range from .110 to .928. This means that differences between 

sample means as large as or larger than those shown by the U statistic 

will occur from 11 to 92.8 per cent of the time on the basis of chance. 
Another way of stating it is that the probability of a chance occurrence 

of differences as large as or larger than these ranges from .110 to 
.928. The probability of their chance occurrence is not low enough to 

warrant a conclusion that the samples came from different populations, 

even using a liberal .05 as the criterion probability. The hypothesis 

cannot be rejected for any group for either dimension.

An interesting comparison may be made using the last column of 

Table 1. On the basis of the probability of occurrence of differences 

between sample means, it would appear that senior principals come closer 

to practicing their "ideal" Consideration behavior than their "ideal" 

Structure behavior, since the probabilities are .920 and .110 respec

tively. For junior principals the reverse is true, with probabilities 

of .177 and .928. The same conclusion can be drawn from the z values, 

of course. For senior Consideration the z values are smaller than for 

Structure, and for junior Structure the z values are smaller than for 
Consideration.

Method

The following had to be accomplished for Consideration and for 

Structure scores for all three groupings —  six times in all:

The "ideal" sample was made up of principals' scores which were 

to be compared with the "real" sample, consisting of observers' scores.
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The two samples were combined into one group and ranked in ascending 

order. The identity of each individual score (principal or observer) 

was preserved throughout the ranking process. Each score in the com

bined group was also assigned its proper rank number. Then the ranks of 

the smaller sample were added together to obtain R, and R was converted 

to a U statistic according to the formula:

nn (n. + 1)
U = nln2 + -----2------R>

where n^ and n^ are the size of the smaller and larger samples respec

tively. The mean and standard deviation for U were computed using the 

following:

/"{j = n1n2/2 = “V  [n̂ n̂ (n̂  + n2 + 1)]/12

These three statistics were used to compute z:

v -
Z ■ O'u

The probability associated with z was read from a table of areas under 
the normal distribution.

The reason for the computation of maximum and minimum values of 

each of the statistics was because of the occurrence of ties. In com

puting the minimum, the ranks were assigned to ties as if the scores 

occurred at the beginning of the string of tied scores, and in computing 

the maximum, the ranks were assigned as if the scores occurred at the 
end of the tied string.

If both maximum and minimum z values are significant or both not 

significant, there is no problem in deciding whether to accept the 

hypothesis. If only one is significant, however, the results are
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considered inconclusive. In this case neither z was significant in any 

of the cases.

See Appendix E for a sample calculation of the U-Test statistics.

Further Testing of Hypothesis 1

In the Mann-Whitney U Test described above, principals as a 

group were compared with observers as a group. The comparison was not 

made as if observers were describing a specific principal's behavior, 

but rather as if all observers were describing all principals. It was 

decided, therefore, that if each principal's description of "ideal" 

behavior should be compared only with those descriptions of "real" be

havior that were specifically associated with him —  those from his own 

faculty —  the results might be different.

The Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test is appropriate for 

this type of comparison. The pairs in this case are principal's "ideal" 

behavior score and average "real" behavior score. Comparisons were made 

for the same three groupings —  senior, junior, and all high schools.

The results of the tests are shown in Table 2.

The table shows the sample size, T-statistics for Consideration 

and Structure, and the critical value of T at the .05 level of signifi

cance. None of the T-statistics was significant at the .05 level, and 

Hypothesis 1 therefore could not be rejected on the basis of this test 
either. In order to have been significant, the T-statistic would have 

had to be less than or equal to the critical value.
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Table 2. Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test of Hypothesis 1, 
"Real" vs. "Ideal" by Group.

School Level n C
T

S Critical Value3

Senior 6 8 3 0
Junior 12 27 26.5 14

All 18 60.5 80.5 40

a. Critical values shown are for the .05 level of significance.
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Method of Further Testing

The Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test was performed as

follows:

The difference between the paired scores was computed by sub

tracting "real" from "ideal" scores. These differences were ranked in 

ascending order of magnitude without regard to sign, but the sign of 

each difference was also attached to its rank. The ranks with the less 

frequently occurring sign were then added to obtain the T-statistic.

In case of tied differences, the average rank of the tied string 

was assigned to each tied difference.

See Appendix E for a sample calculation of the Wilcoxon 

Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test.

Hypothesis 2

Although the principals as a group showed no significant differ

ence between "real" and "ideal" leadership behavior, it was observed that 

the grouping might be "hiding" individual differences. In performing 

the Wilcoxon Test of Hypothesis 1, it was noted that both positive and 

negative differences occurred between "real" and "ideal", the magnitude 

of the differences being as high as 40 points. This seemed to indicate 

that not all principals were performing essentially as they said they 

should. Although the hypothesis is stated in the "null" form, the ex

pectation was that differences would be found —  that some principals 

would show actual leadership behavior that is significantly different 

from what they say it should be.
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Statement

There is no difference among schools as to the significance of 

the difference between "real" leadership behavior, as described by the 

observers, and "ideal," as described by the principals, for the 

dimensions Consideration and Structure.

Decision

* Tables 3 and 4 show the results of application of the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of Hypothesis 2. The two samples of interest 

here are the frequency distributions of responses. The test is to 

determine whether the tally of principal's responses differs signifi

cantly from the tally of observer responses. Responses are tallied by 

the five categories described in Chapter 4.

Example: The principal answered 20 Consideration questions.

On 6 of them he got a score of 4, on 10 of them a score of 3, 
on 3 of them a score of 2, and on one of them a score of 1. The 

6 observers each answered 20 Consideration questions for a total 
of 120. Of these 120 questions, 44 scored 4, 41 scored 3, 27 

scored 2, 5 scored 1, and 3 scored 0. The two samples were set 

up in a matrix as follows:
Score

4 3 2 1 0
Principal 6 10 3 1 0

Observers 44 41 27 5 3

Each school had two such matrices of responses, one for Con

sideration and one for Structure. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for
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goodness of fit determined the likelihood of the samples having come 

from the same population.

Tables 3 and 4 show the sample sizes for "real" and for "ideal," 

which are the number of questions answered about the given dimension.

It also shows the maximum difference between the two relative cumulative 

frequency distributions. This maximum difference is judged for signi

ficance by two criterion values. One is an approximation by the for
mula:

“ os' 1-36 i ̂ + r2
Because this is an approximation for two large (over 40) samples, and 

one of the samples in this problem is always less than 40, a conserva

tive critical value was also computed. This conservative estimate was 

obtained by considering both samples to be equal in size to the smaller 

of the two. Thus instead of n^ = 20 and n£ = 120, for instance, both 

and ng would be regarded as 20. The k (numerator of the largest 

difference between the relative cumulative frequency distributions) 

associated with the .95+ probability of a difference less than or equal 

to k/n [Pr(dsk/n)] is divided by n to find the critical value of k/n. 

This value of k was extracted from a table of probabilities associated 

with various sample sizes (Massey 1951, pp. 126-127) for the Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov Test.

If the maximum difference is less than the critical values, the 

difference is not significant. If it is greater, the difference is 

significant. If it falls between the two critical values, it is con

sidered "nearly significant."
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Table 3. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test of Hypothesis 2, "Real" 
vs. "Ideal" Consideration, by School.

School nl n2
Maximum
Difference

Critical
Approx.

Values
Conserv.

i 20 116 .2379 .329 .4
2 20 120 .0917 .328 .4
3 20 139 .267 .325 .4
4 20 139 .231 .325 .4

5 20 140 .268 .325 .4

6 20 118 .239 .329 .4
7 20 120 .725 ** .328 .4

8 20 120 .233 .328 .4

9 20 120 .175 .328 .4

10 20 120 .167 .328 .4

11 20 116 .255 .329 .4
12 20 120 .233 .328 .4
13 16 120 .388 * .362 .438
14 20 119 .129 .329 .4
15 20 120 .108 .328 .4
16 20 120 .07 .347 .4
17 20 140 .493 ** .325 .4
18 20 120 .558 ** .328 .4

Nearly significant at the .05 level.

** Significant beyond the .05 level.
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Table 4. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test of Hypothesis 2, "Real" 
vs. "Ideal" Structure, by School.

School nl n2
Maximum
Difference

Critical
Approx.

Values
Conserv.

1 ' 20 115 .191 .329 .4
2 20 120 .258 .328 .4
3 20 137 .222 .325 .4
4 20 139 .079 .325 .4
5 20 140 .157 .325 .4

6 20 120 .108 .328 .4

7 20 120 .183 ,328 .4
8 20 119 .151 .329 .4

9 20 120 .208 .328 .4

10 20 118 .329 * .329 .4

11 20 111 .110 .330 .4
12 20 120 .225 .328 .4
13 15 120 .158 .372 .467
14 20 119 .147 .329 .4
15 20 119 .060 .329 .4
16 20 99 .173 .333 .4

17 20 139 .154 .325 .4
18 20 120 .200 .328 .4

Nearly significant at the .05 level.
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As shown by Table 3 for Consideration, Schools 7, 17, and 18 

showed differences significant at the .05 level. School 13 shows a 

nearly significant difference. All others were not significant. For 

Structure, only School 10 showed a nearly significant difference (see 

Table 4). All others were not significant.

Hypothesis 2 therefore cannot be accepted. Four of the schools 

show a difference between "real" and "ideal" Consideration behavior 

which is significant (or nearly so) at the .05 level. One of the 

schools shows such a difference for Structure.

It would appear that the principals of Schools 7, 13, and 17 

are quite autocratic. In School 18, however, the principal is observed 

as being much more Considerate (see Table 9) than he says he should be. 

Apparently, then, the principal regards somewhat autocratic leadership 

as the ideal style, but is observed as being very considerate and 

democratic.

The principal of School 10 is significantly lower in Structure 

than he says he should be. Whether he is encouraging self-imposed 

structure in his faculty or is failing in his responsibility for goal 

accomplishment cannot be determined from this test.

In general, it appears that the principals come closer to prac

ticing their ideal Structure behavior than their ideal Consideration 

behavior, since only one principal’s Structure behavior is significantly 

different from his "ideal," whereas four principals apparently fail to 

practice their "ideal" Consideration behavior.
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Method

The two samples, as previously explained, are frequency dis

tributions of scores to questions pertaining to a particular leadership 

dimension. Cumulative distributions are constructed for both of the 

samples, and then the cumulative distributions are made relative by 

dividing each number by the last number in the distribution, which is 

the sample size. Then the difference is found between each of the 

pairs of relatives for a particular score. Without regard to sign, the 

maximum difference becomes the test statistic to be compared with 

criterion values obtained as previously explained. This test statistic 

if multiplied by 100 is the number of percentiles difference between the 
two sample frequency distributions at the point where they differ most. 

If it is sufficiently large so that the probability of its occurrence 

is very small (.05 or less), the distributions are probably from dif

ferent populations.

See Appendix E for a sample calculation of the Kolmogorov- 

Smirnov Two-Sample Test statistic.

Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 3 was formulated to investigate where Tucson prin

cipals stand with respect to what educators the country over say should 

be the educational supervisor's "ideal" behavior. If their "real" 

Consideration behavior is significantly different from the national 

norms for "ideal," and if it is lower on the scale, we may conclude 

that they are more autocratic than people within their own profession 

say they should be. If it is the same, we can conclude that they are



probably living up to generally accepted professional standards among 

educators. If it is higher, they are probably less autocratic than 

educators in general in this country. (See Table 12 for norms.)

Structure, as pointed out before, is harder to judge. We may 

recall here the original name for the Structure dimension of leadership 

in the early development of the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire. The 

Structure dimension was originally called "Initiating Structure." In 

other words, the question being asked is not "How much Structure is 

there?" but "How much Structure does the principal initiate?"

In the latter question, if Tucson principals are significantly 

lower on the Structure scale than is generally accepted as "ideal" 

within the profession, they probably are not measuring up to standards 

of responsibility within the profession. If they are on the same level 

as national norms, they are probably meeting professional standards, and 

of course if they are significantly higher, they are probably exceeding 
them.

It may be argued, though, that since American public education 

is traditionally managed and is accused of being autocratic and author

itarian, the professional standards will demand high Structure 

initiation, and that if Tucson principals show less tendency to initiate 

Structure, it may mean that they are less autocratic or more humanistic. 

If they show more, they are probably more autocratic.

It is not possible, therefore, to judge whether significantly 

different scores in Structure considered separately from Consideration 

would mean that the Tucson principals are more or less dutiful than
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they should be or whether they are more or less humanistic than educa

tors countrywide.

Statement

Tucson secondary observers' descriptions of their principal’s 
"real" leadership behavior as measured on the dimensions Consideration 

and Structure do not differ significantly from the national norms for 

junior high schools as a group, for senior high schools as a group, and 

for all high schools as a group.

Decision

The results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample test of the 

hypothesis are presented in Table 5. The national norms are based on a 

sample size of 100. The sample sizes given in the table are, of course, 

for the Tucson samples. The maximum differences for Consideration and 

Structure, the nearest equal or smaller critical value, and the sig

nificance levels of the critical value are shown for the three groups. 

Critical values were approximated by the formula used in Hypothesis 2.

All of the differences were significant, most of them highly so, 

ranging in level from .025 to .001. The hypothesis cannot be accepted. 

Tucson principals' actual leadership behavior is significantly different 

from the national norms for "ideal" for both dimensions for all groups.

The calculations of the statistics for the test revealed that 

Tucson "real" behavior is lower on the scale than the national norms 

are. For example, among the senior observers a Consideration score of 

60 was at percentile 62 (relative cumulative frequency of .615),
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Table 5. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test of Hypothesis 3, "Real" 
vs. National Noras by Group.

Level n
Maximum 

Difference 
C& Sa

Critical
Values

Significance
Level

Senior 39 .305 * .2791 .025

39 .369 **** .3677 .001

Junior 72 .322 **** .3006 .001
72 .253 ** .2513 .01

All 111 .276 **** .2687 .001
111 .241 *** .2384 .005

a. C = Consideration

S = Structure



no
whereas in the national norms, a score of 60 got a percentile rank of 

only 31. Likewise, among the senior observers a Structure score of 41 

was at percentile 77, but using national norms, a score of 41 got a 

percentile rank of only 40, or a difference of 37 percentiles.

The conclusion is that Tucson principals' actual leadership 

behavior is significantly lower than national norms for "ideal." This 

would seem to indicate that because they are less considerate, they 

are more autocratic. The lower Structure probably means they do not 

meet the generally recognized standards of responsibility within the 

profession. Whether this would be true if education were more humanis

tically oriented is a moot point.

If educators in general are highly autocratic, and if Tucson 

principals are significantly more autocratic than educators in general, 

Tucson principals would seem to have a long way to go to become 

humanistic managers of education. The question of "Where are we?" is 

thus answered in regard to behavior. Hypothesis 4 will take up the 
question of attitude.

The method of computation is described under Hypothesis 2.

Hypothesis 4

Just as "real" behavior descriptions are benchmarks of behavior, 

so are "ideal" behavior descriptions benchmarks of attitude. Hypothesis 

4 was formulated to investigate comparisons of Tucson attitudes with 

national leadership attitudes among educators. (See Table 12, Appendix 
D, for national norms.)
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Statement

Tucson secondary principals' descriptions of "ideal" leadership 

behavior do not differ significantly from national norms for "ideal" 

behavior for senior high schools as a group, for junior high schools 

as a group, and for all high schools as a group.

The various indications pointed out in the Discussion of 

Hypothesis 3 also hold true for Hypothesis 4. Consideration will be 

considered an indicator of leadership style, and Structure an indicator 

of responsibility based on standards within the profession.

Decision

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests of Hypothesis 4 are summarized in 

Table 6. The table presents Tucson sample size, maximum difference test 

statistics for Consideration and Structure, and approximate and conser

vative critical values at the .05 level, for all groupings. The 

critical values were calculated as described under Hypothesis 2.

Examination of the test statistics shows that the differences 

between Tucson "ideal" and national "ideal" are 21 and 50 percentiles, 

and the calculations show that Tucson is consistently lower by these 

amounts. The criterion values tell us, however, that the differences 

must be as great as 67 percentiles to be significant. What would appear 

to be a large difference, then, turns out not to be statistically signi

ficant, probably because of the small sample size.

Although Tucson "ideal" behavior is lower than the national 

norms for "ideal," the difference is not great enough to be statistical

ly significant, and Hypothesis 4 cannot be rejected.
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Table 6. KoImogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test of Hypothesis 4, "Ideal11 
vs. National Norms by Group.

Level n
Maximum

Difference
Critical Values at .05 

Level
C S Approx. Conserv.

Senior 6 .500 .350 .571 .667

Junior 12 .220 .267 .415 .500

All 18 .278 .211 .348 .389
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It is interesting to note that no significant differences were 

found between Tucson "real" and "ideal" under Hypothesis 1, nor between 

Tucson "ideal" and national "ideal" under Hypothesis 4, but the differ

ences between Tucson "real" and national "ideal" were significant. This 

probably is caused by a compounding of differences which lie in the 

same direction. Tucson "ideal" would thus lie somewhere between Tucson 

"real" and national norms for "ideal."

Because Hypothesis 4 could not be accepted, it would seem to 

indicate that Tucson attitudes do not differ significantly from those 

of educators in the country as a whole. Their "ideal" behavior, though 

not congruent, is not different enough to be considered as coming from 

a different population. Tucson principals must therefore be considered 

to share essentially the same attitudes toward leadership held by most 

educators.

Hypotheses 5 and 6
The question of interest here is whether junior and senior high 

school principals share the same leadership attitudes and behavior, or 

if school size and grade level are significant variables of control 
ideology in Tucson.

Statement

(5) Tucson junior high school principals’ descriptions of 

"ideal" leadership behavior do not differ significantly from Tucson sen

ior high school principals’ descriptions of "ideal" behavior.
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(6) Tucson junior high school observers' descriptions of "real" 
leadership behavior do not differ significantly from Tucson senior high 

school observers' descriptions of "real" behavior.

Discussion

If Tucson junior high school principals showed significantly 

more Consideration than senior principals, one might conclude that the 

smaller school, which permits closer personal ties and more informality 

would breed a freer, friendlier climate characterized by a more demo

cratic style of leadership and less emphasis on super-imposed control.

If the reverse were true, or if they exhibit no significant 

differences, one would probably conclude that size and grade level are 

probably not pertinent variables. In the reverse case, however, one 

might re-examine the conclusions of Hoy (1968) and of Lazarsfeld and 

Thielens (1958) for possible explanations of the "counter-intuitive" 

results.

Decision

Tables 7 and 8 summarize the results of the Mann-Whitney U Tests 
of Hypotheses 5 and 6 respectively.

Table 7 presents maximum and minimum U values for Consideration 

and Structure, and the critical values extracted from a table of such 

critical values of U for small samples. All of the calculated U statis

tics are larger than the critical values, which indicates that the 

differences are not significant. Hypothesis 5 cannot be rejected. 

Therefore it can be stated that junior principals' attitudes, or the
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Table 7. Mann-Whitney U Test of Hypothesis 5, Junior "Ideal" vs. 
Senior "Ideal" by Dimension.

Mann-Whitney Critical Value
Dimension U Statistics at .05 Level

Min. Max. nl = 6, n2 = 12

Consideration 25 28 14

Structure 31 36 14

Table 8. Mann-Whitney U Test of Hypothesis 6, Junior "Real" vs. 
Senior "Real" by Dimension.

Dimension
Mann-Whitney 
U Statistics z Values

Significance
Level

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

Consideration 1394 1330 1 o OA — .46 .952 .646

Structure 1174 1563 -1.42 .98 .156 .327
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way they believe they should behave, probably do not differ from the 

attitudes of senior principals.

Table 8 shows the calculated U statistics for Consideration and 
Structure, the corresponding z values (because of the large samples), 

and their corresponding significance levels. None of the differences 

is significant beyond the .15 level, and Hypothesis 6 cannot be reject
ed. Therefore junior principals' leadership behavior does not differ 

significantly from senior principals' leadership behavior.

It would appear that differences in school size of the order 

within Tucson District No. 1 and differences in grade level are not 

pertinent variables affecting education leadership attitudes and be

havior in Tucson.

Analysis of Combined Dimensions

In addition to the separate analyses of Consideration and Struc

ture as dimensions of leadership behavior, a combined analysis of the 

two dimensions as determinants of location within a "leadership space" 

was attempted. It was thought that such an analysis might yield further 

information about (1) how secondary principals within the district 
differ from one another with respect to the degree of agreement between 

what they do and what they say they should do, and (2) what combinations 
of low, medium, and high Consideration and Structure characterizes 

Tucson secondary leadership as compared with the nation.

Consideration and Structure, as previously stated, are not the 

only dimensions of leadership behavior, nor have they necessarily been 

determined to be the most important ones. They are the only two about
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which we have data, however, so our leadership space must be limited to 

a two-dimensional one. For purposes of this study, then, it may be 

considered a plane. On the plane each of the secondary principals' 

leadership behavior may be located by means of the rectangular coordin

ates Consideration score and Structure score. Two types of behavior 

will be thus located, one where the principal is observed by others to 

be, and one where he says he should be.

national norms of leadership behavior for the two dimensions into nine 

sections denoting all the combinations of low, medium, and high 

Consideration and Structure. The twenty-fifth percentile in the table 

of national norms was the dividing line between the low and medium, 

and the seventy-fifth between medium and high, for both Consideration 

and Structure.

principal is located in the leadership space by actual behavior, a 

circled point, and one where he says he should be, connected by an ar

row from the circled point. The length of the line between the points, 

d^, is a measure of the amount of agreement between "real" and "ideal." 

Table 9 shows the computed values of d^ for each school. The formula 

used in the computation was:

The leadership space in Figure 3 was divided on the basis of

Two points were plotted for each school, one showing where the

with dg and dg being the average deviation of observers' from principal's 

score for Consideration and Structure respectively.
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Figure 3. Leadership Space, Tucson Secondary Principals



Table 9. Combined Effects of Consideration and Structure, "Real" vs. "Ideal.V

School
CONSIDERATION STRUCTURE

dLPrincipal's
Score

Ave. Observer 
Score

Average
Deviation

dC

Principal's
Score

Ave. Observer 
Score

Average
Deviation

dS

1 56 60.17 4.17 43 37.83 -5.17 6.6
2 61 59.67 -1.33 45 35.83 -9.17 9.3
3 53 40.43 -12.57 43 40.00 -3.00 12.9
4 60 53.86 -6.14 40 40.86 .86 6.2
5 62 61.86 -.14 39 36.71 -2.29 2.3
6 58 64.83 6.83 34 36.17 2.17 7.2
7 75 35.33 -39.67 39 45.33 6.33 40.2
8 62 64.17 2.17 34 37.33 3.33 4.0
9 57 50.17 -6.83 39 40.17 1.17 6.9.

10 58 62.83 4.83 48 34.17 -13.83 14.6 "
11 57 62.83 5.83 41 39.67 -1.33 6.0
12 70 62.50 -7.50 19 27.83 8.83 11.6
13 59 37.50 -21.50 53 55.33 2.33 21.6
14 63 62.00 -1.00 40 46.00 6.00 6.1
15 61 64.17 3.17 34 32.83 -1.17 3.4
16 52 51.20 -.80 52 55.60 3.60 3.7
17 70 47.43 -22.57 50 43.29 -6.71 23.5
18 57 68.00 11.00 31 36.33 5,33 12.2

119
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With 12.0 as the arbitrary dividing point of significant dis

agreement , the same five principals who showed significant differences 

between "real" and "ideal" Consideration or Structure in the investiga- ■ 

tion of Hypothesis 2 show significant disagreement here —  and one new 

one appears. School 3. It must be remembered that not only are both 

dimensions considered in the leadership space analysis, but scores, 

rather than response patterns, are the basis for comparison. Thus the 

average deviation of -12.57 (Table 9), a relatively large figurej would 

seem to indicate that a significant difference might exist between 

"real" and "ideal" Consideration for School 3. Based on response 

pattern, however, such a difference failed to appear. But based on 

scores, and with the additional weight of the -3.00 average deviation 

for Structure, the discrepancy for School 3 appears to be large and 

significant, relative to the differences for the schools which appeared 

to be significantly different under Hypothesis 2.

It may also be noted that Schools 5, 8, 15, and 16 show very 

close agreement between "real" and "ideal." This would seem to indicate 

that the principals of these schools come very close to practicing what 

they believe to be ideal leadership behavior. Principals of Schools 5, 

8, and 15 are observed to be in the medium to high Consideration and 

low to medium Structure cells, whereas the principal of School 16 has 

low Consideration and high Structure. Of note in this regard is that 

"low" means below the 26th percentile. If conclusions of past leader

ship studies are valid indicators, School 16 probably has a low-morale 

faculty led by a very autocratic principal.
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The principal of School 13 is also in the low Consideration —  

high Structure category. He, too, is probably the highly autocratic 

leader of a faculty characterized by low morale, even though his "ideal" 

would be to show medium Consideration.

Figure 3 shows that only one principal (from School 18) is 

observed to be highly considerate. Ten of them are observed in the 

medium Consideration category, and 7 in the low group. For Structure,

2 are high, 7 are medium, and 9 are low.

Figures 4 and 5 "summarize" the information contained in 

Figure 3. Figure 4 rates Tucson actual behavior on the basis of norms 

held within the profession. It shows how many schools (number in 

parentheses) and which schools are in each combination of high, medium, 

and low Consideration and Structure levels. In each case the double 

letter in each cell shows Consideration level first and Structure level 

second.

Figure 5 compares Tucson attitude ("ideal" behavior) on the 

same basis —  what is considered ideal by the profession in general.

The same notation system is used.

These two figures are graphic representations of the comparisons 

made in Hypotheses 3 and 4. Tucson"s "real" behavior had been deter

mined to be significantly different from that described by national 

norms. Though "ideal" seemed to show a large difference, it was not 

large enough to be statistically significant for such small samples.

' The cells of the leadership space containing the greatest

numbers of schools are ML and LM for "real" —  that is, on the basis of 

national norms, most Tucson principals practice leadership behavior
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S T R U C T U R E

Figure 4. "Real" Tucson Secondary Leadership vs. National Norms
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which is medium in Consideration and low in Structure (8 schools) or 

which is low in Consideration and medium in Structure (5 schools).

For "ideal" behavior —  what the principals describe as the 

kind of leadership behavior they should practice —  there is slightly 

more scatter among the nine cells. Those containing the greatest num

bers of schools are MM and LM. Most Tucson principals feel that their 

ideal behavior is to show medium Consideration and medium Structure 

(5 schools) or low Consideration and medium Structure (4 schools).

Three schools also appear in the ML cell —  medium Consideration and 
low Structure.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Where are we in relation to our philosophical bases? From a re

view of education literature and studies done by various researchers it 

would appear that education is autocratic, authoritarian, and obsessed 

with control and "routine for the sake of routine" (Stevens 1970). 

Probably the best known such study at present is that done by Charles E. 

Silberman for the Carnegie Corporation, which has come to be known as 

the Carnegie Report. It indicts education not only for its rigidity and 

its custodial atmosphere, but, more important, for its failure to 

achieve learning in its students. The demands of the public for ac

countability are ample and eloquent evidence that much is amiss.

A failure to educate in a time of cataclysmic technological and 

social change threatens the very existence of public education. More 

and more people are calling for reform, and thus for a restoration of 

relevance, with relevance being defined as the ability of a social in

stitution to interpret change for its members (Toffler 1970). The res

toration of relevance would better assure survival of public education 

as a social institution. This would seem to this writer to be where we 

want to go —  what our objectives are.

In this writer's opinion, based on an examination of pertinent 

management theory and studies concerning the effectiveness of the human

istic approach to management, education must do a complete turnabout in

125
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its basic philosophical approach. Such a change is possible only with 

very basic attitudinal changes with respect to the character and ability 

of people, a recognition of their growth needs, and a willingness to 

give them a share in the decision-making which affects their lives.

This does not imply an abandonment of sound management principles, but 

does imply supplementing them with greater recognition of informal re

lationships and nurture of self-imposed structure.

In which direction do we go? It seems to this writer that we 

must move toward the behavioral or human relations end of the philosophy 

continuum, that such a direction offers the best hope of educational 

goal attainment in the present social milieu. How far we must go in 

this direction and how fast we must move will be determined by how 

"badly" education is performing in relation to what society expects.

For purposes of this study, it was not possible to get a measure 

of what society expects of education. The study was limited to the 

leadership style continuum because leadership style is one of the most 

effective indicators of philosophical approach to management. An auto

cratic style probably indicates traditionally oriented management, 

whereas a democratic style would point to a human relations approach.

The study was limited to Tucson District No. 1 secondary 

principals, 18 out of a possible 22 participating in the study. The 

Leadership Opinion Questionnaire was the instrument used. Each prin

cipal filled out one version which described what he thinks he as a 

principal should do ("ideal") in regard to 40 leadership practices,

20 of them pertaining to Consideration and 20 to Structure. Another
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version was filled out by five to seven observers in his school. This 

version described what the principal actually does ("real").

The six senior high school principals did not differ from the 

12 junior principals on either attitude ("ideal") or behavior ("real"). 

"Real" behavior did not differ significantly from "ideal" for senior, 

junior, or all principals as a group. Taken individually, however, 

four principals were observed to be performing significantly below 

their "ideal" and one above "ideal" in Consideration, and one was per

forming significantly below his "ideal" in Structure.

"Real" behavior, that described by the observers, was considered 

benchmark data. When compared with national norms, Tucson secondary 

principals were found to be performing significantly below what is con

sidered "ideal" within the profession nationwide, for both Consideration 

(.001 significance level) and Structure (.005 significance level).

Tucson "ideal" behavior, considered a measure of attitude, was 

well below national norms, but the difference was not statistically 
significant.

The study of Tucson secondary principals in general supports the 

main thrust of this writer's thesis —  that education is in need of 

reform, that it is autocratic and authoritarian, and that a more 

humanistic approach would help to make it more effective.

If lack of Consideration is an indicator of autocracy in a 

leader, and if educators in general are highly autocratic, Tucson 

educators on the secondary level are extremely so.

The significantly lower Structure scores could indicate that

either:
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(1) Tucson principals practice non-autocratic, participative 

management —  in which case the relatively low Consideration scores are 

contradictory of the conclusion —  or that

(2) Tucson principals are not as keenly aware of responsibility 

for primary goal achievement as other educators of the nation are. In 

this latter case one might theorize that the principalship has become so 

bogged down in the performance of a collection of "jobs" that a person 

in that position cannot help but lose sight of the forest for all the 

trees.

Perhaps we ought to take a fresh look at the whole administra

tive hierarchy as it now stands, reassess our priorities, and truly 

professionalize positions of education management, leaving the "jobs" to 

paraprofessionals. Perhaps education's waning vitality could be re

stored by concentrating on its responsibility to educate the whole man, 

who can maintain his equilibrium in the face of cataclysmic social 

change. The distance to be moved is great and the time is short.

Some Suggestions for Managed Change

Cuba (1968) delineates three types of change: evolutionary

(natural), homeostatic (adjustive), and neomobilistic (planned).

Evolutionary changes "occur without conscious direction or 

without reference to some kind of design; they simply happen . . . "  

(Cuba 1968). It is not difficult to identify evolutionary changes 

which have taken place within the past thirty years, say, in education

or other social institutions.
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Homeostatic change "occurs as a response to specific trigger

ing." Education, with its history of crisis-orientation, is rife with 

examples of such reactive changes. Homeostatic change is an indispen

sable part of any basically healthy system, where corrective measures 

can restore it to its normal healthy state. But in education such 

measures no longer suffice because education does not qualify as a 

healthy system (Cuba 1968).

Neomobilistic change, the result of conscious direction, is 

what Cuba (1968) perceives as the only salvation for education. Such 

changes have not occurred in education or anywhere else, he theorizes, 

because

. . . they are perhaps too dramatic, require too much 
consensus, impinge upon so many economic, political, and 
social areas as to be non-viable. (Emphasis added.)

Cuba believes, however, that an effective model for neomobilistic change

can be conceived and implemented if it meets the criteria of relevance

and impact.

. . . .  I believe a model can meet the criteria of 
relevance and impact if it can show promise of increased 
involvement of professionals, increased participation from 
the ultimate subjects of education, enlarged perspectives, 
better use of available resources, and ability to modu
late resources that might be available. (Emphasis added.)

Lessinger (1970a) suggests that we make Relevance and Responsi

bility the fourth and fifth Rs in the 1970s. Academic courses must 

relate to life to give them purpose. Young people should be serving 

each other as tutors, in debates, and in experiments both in school and 

in after school study-tutorials. Teachers cannot continue as dispensers 

of all knowledge because of sheer quantity of things to be learned and
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lack of sufficient time. The teacher must assume the role of a sounding 

board, arbiter, and stimulus. He must help the student to find the best 

available learning tools. He must become "first-among-equals" in 

guiding the student's search for knowledge and ability to form critical 

judgments.

Some opportunities for progress toward education reform are 

suggested by a number of Federally funded studies, most of which have 

gone virtually unnoticed by educators. Lessinger (1970a) points to 

the following:

1. Elementary schools where children are allowed con
siderable individual choice of what they study within an 
educationally rich environment. The program is designed to 
insure that the children enjoy school while achieving results.

2. Schools where great emphasis is placed on older 
children tutoring young ones, and where community service is 
encouraged and properly managed.

3. Schools with strong emphasis on individually pre
scribed instruction so that each child can progress at his 
own rate within the curriculum.

4. Work-study schools —  where students go to school 
part-time and have part-time jobs —  to provide a link be
tween education and the world outside.

5. Other types of schools with emphasis on learning 
outside of the schoolroom, with visits to and study in museums, 
factories, libraries, farms, and hospitals. Schools where 
great use is made of instruction by TV at home or in school.

6. Schools, somewhat similar to those just briefly men
tioned, where a student uses one school as a home base for his 
activities, and may pick and choose in a competitive system 
among several schools for various activities.

7. Schools where parents or students or members of the 
community or all of them actively participate in planning the 
school and in all its activities.
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Author*s Recommendations
The following are this author's suggested steps toward managed 

change in education:

1. Nurture attitudes of trust and an open climate which permits 

self-direction and self-control.

2. Develop a pluralistic system under which traditional educa

tion is preserved for those who need close guidance, a closed climate, 

and teacher dominated instruction, and under which an open climate, 

individualized programs, and a measure of self-determination are 

available to those who need and want them.

3. Hatch traditionally-oriented teachers with traditionally- 

oriented courses of study for traditionally-oriented students.

4. Bring in new personnel sympathetic with new ideas and with 

attitudes, training, and personality which will foster change in the 

humanistic direction.

5. Seek more highly educated personnel.

6. In the face of resistance to change, engage in deliberate, 

systematic, persistent campaigns to inform and to change negative 

attitudes. The degree of success will be proportional to the time and 

effort expended. Examples of such campaigns currently being waged are 

those involving overpopulation, ecology, liberalized abortion, and 

women's rights.

7. Proseletyze. Engage in training and in-service programs to 

foster attitudinal change.

8. Reassess present organizational structure with an eye toward 

professionalization of key positions.
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9. Gradually work less flexible personnel into non-key 

positions where their influence is the least regressive.

10. Encourage carefully planned and carefully managed 

innovation.

11. If an innovation which has been tried on a small scale 

shows promise, enlarge and implement it. Such enlargement and imple

mentation should be segmented, not precipitate.

12. Build a "sacred cow" —  something no one can comfortably
i

be "against."
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LEADERSHIP OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE
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Principal1s Version

. L E A D E R S H I P  O P I N I O N  Q U E S T I O N N A I R E  a

Instructions:
For each item, choose the alternative 

which most nearly expresses your opinion on 
how frequently you should do what is des
cribed in that item. Always indicate what 
you as a supervisor (principal) sincerely 
believe to be the desirable way to act. 
Please remember —  there are no right or 
wrong answers to these questions. Different 
principals have different experiences, and 
we are interested in your opinions.

Answer the items by marking an "X” in 
the space before the alternative that best 
expresses your feeling about the item. If 
you wish to change your answer, draw a 
circle around your first "X11 and mark a new 
"X11 in the appropriate space.

* Reproduced with permission of Science Research Associates, Inc. 
Chicago, Illinois.
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1. Put the welfare of your unit above the . __Occasionally
welfare of any person in it. __Seldom

Never

Always
__ Often

2. Give in to your subordinates in dis
cussions with them.

Often
Fairly often 
Occasionally 
Once in a while 
Very seldom

3. Encourage after-duty work by persons 
of your unit.

A great deal 
Fairly often 
To seme degree 
Once in a while 

__Very seldom

4. Try out your own new ideas in the unit.
__Often

Fairly often
__Occasionally

Once in a while 
Very seldom

5. Back up what persons under you do.
Always

__ Often
__ Occasionally

Seldom
Never

6. Criticize poor work.
Always 

"  Often
Occasionally

__■ Seldom
Never

7. Ask for more than the persons under you 
can accomplish.

Often
Fairly often 
Occasionally

__Once in a while
Very seldom

8. Refuse to compromise a point.
Always

__ Often
Occasionally 
Seldom 

__ Never

9. Insist that persons under you follow to 
the letter those standard routines 
handed down to you.

Always
Often

__ Occasionally
__Seldom

Never
Often

__ Fairly often
10. Help persons under you with their Occasionally

personal problems. • Once in a while
Very seldom
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11. Be slow to adopt new ideas. __Occasionally
__ Seldom

Never

__Always
• __Often

12. Get the approval of persons under you 
on important matters before going 
ahead.

Always 
“  Often
__ Occasionally
__Seldom

Never

13. Resist changes in ways of doing 
things.

__A great deal
__Fairly much
__ To some degree

Canparatively little 
__Not at all

14. Assign persons under you to par
ticular tasks.

Always 
~  Often 
• Occasionally

__ Seldom
__Never

15. Speak in a manner not to be ques
tioned.

Always 
“  Often
__ Occasionally
__ Seldom

Never

16. Stress importance of being ahead of 
other units.

__A great deal
__Fairly much
__ To seme degree

Comparatively little 
__ Not at all

17. Criticize a specific act rather than 
a particular member of your unit.

Always
__ Often
__Occasionally
__Seldom

Never

18. Let the persons under you do their 
work the way they think is best.

Always
“ Often
__ Occasionally
__ Seldom
__ Never

19. Do personal favors for persons under 
you.

•__Often
__ Fairly often
__ Occasionally

Once in a while 
__ Very seldom

20. Bnphasize meeting of deadlines.
__A great deal

. __Fairly much
__ To some degree

Comparatively little 
Not at all
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Always
__ Often

21. Insist that you be informed on dec is- . __Occasionally
ions made by persons under you. Seldom

Never

22. Offer new approaches to problems.
__ Often
__ Fairly often
__ Occasionally
__ Once in a while

Very seldom

23.. Treat all persons under you as your 
equals.

Always
__ Often__ Occasionally
__ Seldom
__ Never

24. Be willing to make changes.
Always 

3  Often
__ Occasionally
__ Seldom
__ Never

25. Talk about how much should be done.
__A great deal
__Fairly much
__To some degree

Comparatively little 
__ Not at all

26. Wait for persons in your, unit to push 
new ideas. '

Always
__ Often
__ Occasionally
__Seldom

Never

27. Rule with an iron hand.
Always 

3  Often
__ Occasionally
__ Seldom
__ Never

28. Reject suggestions for changes.
Always

__ Often
__ Occasionally
__Seldom
__ Never

29. Change the duties of persons under 
you without first talking it over' 
with them.

__ Often
__ Fairly often
__ Occasionally

Once in a while 
__ Very seldom

30. Decide in detail what shall be done __ Always
Often

and hew it shall be done by the __Occasionally
persons under you. ' __Seldom

Never
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31. See to it that persons under you are __Occasionally
working up to capacity. __SeldomNever

• Always
__ Often

32. Stand up for persons under you even 
though it makes you unpopular with 
others.

Always
__ Often
__ Occasionally
__ Seldom
• Never

33. Put suggestions made by persons in the 
unit into operation.

__Often
Fairly often

__ Occasionally
Once in a while 

__ Very seldom

34. Refuse to explain your actions.
__ Often
__Fairly often

Occasionally
__ Once in a while

Very seldom

35. Ask for sacrifices from persons under 
you for the good of your entire 
unit.

Often
Fairly often

__ Occasionally
__Once in a while

Very seldom

36. Aat without consulting persons under 
you.

__Often
__ Fairly often

Occasionally
__Once in a while

Very seldom

37. "Needle" persons under you for 
greater effort.

__A great deal
__Fairly much
__ To sane degree
__ Comparatively little
__Not at all

38. Insist that everything be done your 
way.

Always
__ Often
__ Occasionally
.__Seldom
__ Never

39. Encourage slow-working persons in 
your unit to work harder.

__ Often
__Fairly often
__ Occasionally
__ Once in a while
__ Very seldom

Always
_  Often

MO. Meet with the persons in your unit at __Occasionally
certain regularly scheduled times. __ Seldom

Never



Observer's Version

L E A D E R S H I P  O P I N I O N  Q U E S T I O N N A I R E  *

Instructions;
You have observed your own principal 

and probably know pretty well how he operates. 
In this questionnaire you are simply asked 
to describe some of the things your own 
principal does in relation to the teachers 
in your school.

For each item, choose the alternative 
which best describes hew often your prin
cipal does what that item says. Remember —  
there are no right or wrong answers to these 
questions. The items simply describe the 
behavior of the principal over you; they do 
not judge whether his behavior is desirable 
or undesirable. Every principal is dif
ferent and so is every school, so we expect 
differences in what different principals do.

Answer the items by marking an "X" in 
the space before the alternative that best 
expresses your feeling about the item. If 
you wish to change your answer, draw a 
circle around your first "X” and mark a new 
"X" in the appropriate space.

* Reproduced with permission of Science Research Associates, Inc. 
Chicago, Illinois.
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Always
~  Often

1. Bits the welfare of his unit above the Occasionally
welfare of any person in it. “  Seldom

Never

2. Gives in to his subordinates in 
discussions with them.

__ Often
Fairly often 
Occasionally

__Once in a while
Very seldom

3. Encourages after-duty work by persons 
of his unit.

A great deal
'__Fairly often

To* some degree
__Once in a while

Very seldom

4. Tries out his own new ideas in the 
unit.

__ Often
Fairly often

__ Occasionally
__Once in a while
__ Very seldom

5. Backs up what persons under him do.
Always

__ Often
__Occasionally
__Seldom
__ Never

6. Criticizes poor work.
Always

__ Often •
__ Occasionally
__Seldom
__ Never

7. Asks for more than the persons under 
him can accomplish.

Often
__Fairly often
__ Occasionally

Once in a while 
Very seldom

8. Refuses to compromise a point.
__ Always
__ Often
__Occasionally
__ Seldom
__ Never

9. Insists that persons under him follow 
to the letter those standard routines 
handed down to him.

Always
__ Often
__ Occasionally
__ Seldom
__ Never

Often
__Fairly often

10. Helps persons under him with their __Occasionally
personal problems. • __Once in a while

Very seldom
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__Always
__ Often

11. Is slow to adopt new ideas. __ Occasionally
__ Seldom

Never

12. Gets the approval of persons under 
him on important matters before 
going ahead.

Always
__ Often
__ Occasionally
__ Seldom
__Never

13. Resists changes in ways of doing 
things.

__A great deal
__Fairly much
__To sane degree
__ Comparatively little
• Not at all

14. Assigns persons under him to 
particular tasks.

__Always
__ Often

Occasionally
__ Seldom
__ Never

15. Speaks in a manner not to be 
questioned.

Always
__ Often

Occasionally
__ Seldom
__ Never

16. Stresses importance of being ahead 
of other units.

__A great deal
__Fairly much
__ To some degree

Comparatively little 
__ Not at all

17. Criticizes a specific act rather 
than a particular member of his 
unit.

Always 
’ “ Often

Occasionally
__ Seldom

Never

18. Lets the persons under him do their 
work the way they think is best.

Always
__ Often
__ Occasionally
__ Seldom

Never

19. Does personal favors for persons 
under him.

__ Often
__ Fairly often
__ Occasionally

Once in a while 
__ Very seldom

20. Emphasizes the meeting of deadlines.
__A great deal
__Fairly much
__To seme degree

Comparatively little 
Not at all
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' Always

__ Often
21. Insists that he be informed on decis- __ Occasionally

ions made by persons under him. __Seldom
Never

22. Offers new approaches to problems.
__ Often
__ Fairly often
__ Occasionally
__Once in a while

Very seldom

23. Treats all persons under him as his 
equals.

__Always
__ Often
__ Occasionally
__ Seldom

" __Never

24. Is willing to make changes.
__Always
__Often
__ Occasionally
__ Seldom
__ Never

25. Talks about hew much should be done.
__A great deal
__ Fairly much
__. To some degree

Comparatively little 
__ Not at all

26. Waits for persons in his unit to push 
new ideas.

Always
__ Often
__ Occasionally
._Seldom
__ Never

27. Rules with an iron hand.
" Always

__ Often
Occasionally

__ Seldom
__ Never

28. Rejects suggestions for changes.
__Always
__ Often

- __Occasionally
__Seldom
__ Never

29. Changes the duties of persons under 
him without first talking it over 
with them.

__ Often
__ Fairly often
__ Occasionally

Once in a while 
__Very seldom

30. Decides in detail what shall be done
__Always

Often
and how it shall be done by the __ Occasionally
persons under him. __Seldom

Never
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31. Sees to it that persons under him are __Occasionally
working up to capacity. __SeldomNever

Always__ Often

32. Stands up for persons under him even 
though it makes him unpopular with 
others.

Always 
”  Often
__ Occasionally
__ Seldom
__ Never

33. Puts suggestions made by persons in 
the unit into operation.

__ Often
__ Fairly often
__Occasionally
__Once in a while
__Very seldom

34. Refuses to explain his actions.
__ Often
__ Fairly often
__Occasionally

Once in a while 
__Very seldom

35. Asks for sacrifices from persons under 
him for the good of his entire unit.

__ Often
__ Fairly often
__ Occasionally

Once in a while 
Very seldom

36. Acts without consulting persons under 
him.

__ Often
__ Fairly often
__ Occasionally

Once in a while 
__ Very seldom

37. "Needles" persons under him for 
greater effort.

•__A great deal
__ Fairly much
__ To some degree
__ Comparatively little
__ Not at all

38. Insists that everything be done his 
way.

Always 
~  Often
__Occasionally
__ Seldom
__ Never

39. Encourages slow-working persons in 
his unit to work harder.

__ Often
__ Fairly often
__ Occasionally
__ Once in a while
__ Very seldom

Always
__ Often

40. Meets with the persons in his unit at __Occasionally
certain regularly scheduled times. __ Seldom

Never
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T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  A R I Z O N A

DIVISION OF ECONOMIC 
AND BUSINESS RESEARCH
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

April 12, 1971

In connection with my thesis research, I am conducting a 
leadership study among the secondary administrative and 
teaching personnel of Tucson District No. 1.
If you agree to participate, you are asked to fill out the 
enclosed Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (it is multiple 
choice and takes only about 15 minutes) and have it ready 
for me to pick up in two days. Please answer all questions. 
If you think any do not apply to your situation, please 
answer them as if they did.
Let me stress the confidentiality of your reply. No one 
other than myself will see, or be informed of, any of its 
contents. No identification of any kind appears cn the 
questionnaire, and you are being provided with an unmarlced 
envelope in which to seal it before returning it to me.
Summarized findings of the study will be mailed to all 
respondents who request them. You may make your request 
known at the time your completed questionnaire is picked

T U C S O N ,  A R I Z O N A  85721

up.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Valerie H. Bookman 
Research Specialist



T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  A R I Z O N A
T U C S O N ,  A R I Z O N A  85721

DIVISION OF ECONOMIC 
AND BUSINESS RESEARCH
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

April 12, 1971

In connection with my thesis research, I selected you at 
random from among the faculty members of your school to 
respond to a Leadership Opinion Questionnaire. This 
leadership study is being conducted among the secondary 
administrative and teaching personnel of Tucson District 
No. 1.
If you agree to participate, you are asked to fill out the 
questionnaire (it is multiple choice and takes only abou“ 
15 minutes) and have it ready for me to pick up in two 
days. Please answer all questions. If you think any do * 
not apply to your situation,-just answer them as if they 
did.
Let me stress the confidentiality of your reply. No one 
other than myself will see, or be informed of, any of its 
contents. No identification of any kind appears on the 
questionnaire, and you are being provided with an unmarked 
envelope in which to seal it before returning it to me.
Summarized findings of the study will be mailed to all 
respondents who request them. Ycu nay make your request 
known at the time your completed questionnaire is picked 
up.
Thank you for your consideration. .

Sincerely yours.

Valerie M. Bookman 
Research Specialist
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T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  A R I Z O N A
T U C S O N ,  A R I Z O N A  85721

DIVISION OF ECONOMIC 
AND BUSINESS RESEARCH
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

April 6, 1971

Much has been said of late about survival of our scfcial institutions —  
public education among them —  in the face of such phenomena concomitant 
with relentless technological change as the "knowledge explosion" and 
"future shock." As a student of management, I feel that institutional 
survival depends upon the type of leadership we adopt in seeking to 
reform -and revolutionize those aspects of our institutions which no 
longer serve us well —  those which have become irrelevant.

Hy research is an attempt to demonstrate whether or not a significant 
discrepancy exists between "ideal" leadership behavior, as described by 
secondary principals, and "real" leadership behavior, as described by 
their faculty members. I would like to use as subjects the principals 
and about six randomly selected faculty members from each of the 
secondary schools of Tucson District No. 1.

Each participant will be asked to fill out a Leadership Opinion Ques
tionnaire, which will be delivered to him at his school some time in 
April or May. He may fill it out (multiple choice) at his leisure any 
time within the two days before it is again picked up by this investi
gator. Average time required to fill it out is 15 minutes.

Let me stress the confidentiality of any and all information obtained 
from individual subjects. No one other than this investigator will ever 
see or be informed of individual opinions expressed in the questionnaire. 
No identification of any kind will appear on the questionnaire, and the 
respondent will be provided an unmarked envelope in which to seal it. 
Individual schools will likewise remain anonymous.

Participation in this study is purely voluntary. If a principal does 
not wish to participate, no one in his school will be asked to do so.
If a faculty member declines, another randomly chosen person will be 
asked, so that there will be about six responding teachers from each 
participating school.

Summarized findings of the study will be mailed to all respondents who 
request them.

May I have your support in this thesis research effort?

Sincerely yours.

Valerie M. Bockman 
Research Specialist
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Table 10. Scores from All Participants.

School P/0
Consid
eration

Struc
ture School P/0

Consid
eration

Struc
ture

1 P 56 43 6 0 59 38
0 62 34 0 68 39
0 63 27 7 p 75 39
0 70 38 0 20 59
0 39 50 0 53 19
0 67 39 0 42 53
0 60 39 0 45 . 35

2 P 61 45 0 11 63
0 54 . 34 0 41 43
0 61 40 8 p 62 34
0 58 32 0 61 37
0 54 37 0 65 41
0 63 32 0 ' 77 30
0 68 40 0 61 37

3 P 53 43 0 64 42
0 43 42 0 57 37
0 58 50 9 p 57 39
0 15 53 0 51 45
0 36 44 0 55 47
0 60 37 0 56 36
0 32 30 0 34 36
0 39 24 0 53 32

4 p 60 40 0 52 45
0 60 43 10 p 58 •48
0 59 41 0 64 34
0 39 39 0 66 31
0 56 39 0 67 31
0 59 36 0 63 40
0 46 49 0 54 35
0 58 39 0 63 34

5 p 62 39 i i p 57 41
0 64 35 0 66 ‘ 51
0 65 48 0 65 40
0 68 30 0 79 42
0 55 34 0 56 44
0 60 27 0 59 29
0 61 41 0 52 32
0 60 42 12 p 70 19

6 p 58 34 0 40 30
0 56 35 0 80 21
0 64 37 0 66 27
0 72 39 0 73 33
0 70 29 0 56 23

. Co n s i d - S t r u c -  
School P/0 eratlon  ture

12 0 60 33
13 P 59 53

0 56 48
0 29 57
0 24 53
0 23 59
0 65 56
0 28 59

14 P 63 40
0 57 48
0 59 45
0 76 48

• 0 59 41
0 66 30
0 55 64

15 P 61 34
0 68 41
0 55 31
0 65 27
0 70 31
0 65 38
0 62 29

16 P 52 52
0 40 66
0 53 54
0 59 48
0 56 55
0 * 48 55

17 P 70 50
0 66 46
0 25 31
0 54 45
0 42 55
0 55 35
0 44 51
0 46 40

18 P 57 31
0 72 27
0 65 47
0 61 41
0 62 31
0 73 29
0 75 43
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Table 11. Descriptive Statistics by School Level for Principals and Observers

Level of School
Position Statistic Senior Junior All

C S C S C S

Mean 58.3 40.7 61.7 40.0 60.6 40.2

Std. Dev. 3.4 3.9 6.7 9.9 6.0 8.2
Principals

Range 53-62 34-45 52-75 19-53 52-75 19-53

Median 59.0 41.5 60.0 39.5 59.5 40.0

Mean 56.4 38.0 55.6 41.0 55.9 39.9

Std. Dev. 12.0 6.6 14.6 10.9 13.7 9.7
Observers

Range 15-72 24-53 11-80 19-66 11-80 19-66

Median 60.0 39.0 58.0 40.5 59.0 39.0
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Table 12. National Norms for Educational Supervisors (Source: 
Fleishman 1969, p. 13)*

Verbal Percentile Consideration Structure
Description Score Score

99 76 61
Very High 98 74 —

97 73 55

95 72 54
90 71 52

High 85 70 51
80 68 50
75 66 49

69 . 65 46
60 63 44

Average 50 62 42
40 61 41
31 60 39

25 58 38
20 57 37

Low 15 56 36
10 55 34
5 54 31

3 52 29
Very Low 2 46 28

1

* N = 100
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Mann-Whitney U Test

The following data were contained in the two samples to be test

ed for significant differences:

Sample 1 ______________________ Sample 2_______________________

53 15 43 56 59 61 64 70
56 32 46 58 60 61 65 70
58 36 54 58 60 62 67 72
60 39 54 58 60 63 68
61 39 55 59 60 63 68
62 39 56 59 60 64 68

Sample 1 consists of senior high school principals' scores for Consider

ation, and Sample 2 consists of their observers' scores.

The two samples were combined into one group of data which was 

ranked in ascending order of magnitude. The identity of each datum from 

the smaller sample was preserved through the combining and ranking 

process.

Combined Groups
15 54 59 . 61 31 68
32 55 59 62 P 32 68
36 56 P 13 60 P 23 62 33 70
39 56 60 63 70
39 56 15 60 63 72
39 58 P 16 60 64
43 58 60 64
46 58 60 28 65 '
53 P 9 9 58 19 61 P 29 67
54 59 61 68

Because of ties, the ranks attached to the smaller sample were 

first assigned as if the tied scores were the first of the string of 

ties; the second time as if they were the last. This yielded a minimum 

and maximum R, or sum of ranks of the smaller sample.

■U, - 122 t>m, - 135
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The R values were converted to U statistics by means of the

formula:
nl (ni + 1)

U = n^ng + 2 - R

Umin = (6)(39) + (6)(7)/2 - 122 =133

Umax = (6)(39) + (6)(7)/2 - 135 = 120 
Because of the large sample size of 39, the criterion values of 

U could not be read from a table. It was necessary to convert the U 

statistics to z values in order to find the probabilities in the table 

of areas under the normal curve. First the mean and standard deviation 

of U had to be found:

f~i\j = -y -2 = (6) (39) /2 = 117

CTy * V  n ^ O ^  + n2 + 1)/12 = "S/ (6) (39) (46)/12 = 29.95 

The maximum and minimum values of z were found by converting the 

U statistics to standard normal deviates according to the following: 

z = (U - /i'tP/O'u 
2min " (133 - 117)/29.95 = .534 

zmax = <120 - 117)/29.95 = .10
The z values are looked up in the table of areas under the normal curve. 

The tabled valie is doubled to find the probability of the occurrence of 

differences less than or equal to that observed between the two samples. 

Subtracting this number from 1.0 yields the significance level —  the 

probability of occurrence of differences as great or greater than that
observed.
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Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test 

The following were paired scores from the six senior high

schools, principal's score paired with average observer score. They

were to be tested for significant differences to determine if the

samples came from different populations.

Principal's Average d
Score Observer Score Difference Rank

Rank of Less 
Frequent Sign

56 60.17 4.17 3 3

61 59.67 -1.33 -2

53 40.43 -12.57 -6

60 53.86 -6.14 -4

62 61.86 -.14 -1
58 64.83 6.83 5 5

8
The differences were found between the pairs by subtracting the 

principal's score from the average observer score. These differences 

were ranked without regard to sign in increasing order of magnitude.

The sign of the difference was then attached to its rank. The ranks 

with the less frequently occurring sign were then added to obtain the 

test statistic, T. This statistic was compared with the critical value 

extracted from the table of such values for various sample sizes and 

various significance levels. In this case the critical value (n = 6, 

.05 level) was 0. Since T was 8, the difference is not significant at 

the .05 level. In order to have been significant, the T would have had

to be 0.
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test is a goodness of fit test between 

the cumulative frequency distributions of two samples. Not only can it 

detect differences in location, but also in dispersion and skewness.

In this case a series of scores are to be compared with a table 

of norms to see if the cumulative frequency distribution which occurred 

locally is essentially the same as that established as representative of 

the nation. The scores are for the six senior high school principals' 

descriptions of "ideal" leadership behavior.

Score Percentile Rank 
National Norms 

(n = 100)

Relative
Cumulative
Frequency

Tucson
Cumulative
Frequency

Relative
Cumulative
Frequency

D
Col. 5 - 

Col. 3

53 4 .04 i .167 .127

56 15 .15 2 .333 .183

58 25 .25 3 .500 .250

60 31 .31 4 .667 .357

61 40 .40 5 .833 .433
62 50 .50 6 1.000 .500

The percentile ranks associated with each score were obtained from the 

table of norms. These were made relative by dividing each by the number 

of observations represented by the norms, in this case 100. The Tucson 

cumulative frequency distribution was then constructed. Since each of 

the scores occurred only once, the cumulative distribution consisted of 

merely numbering them from 1 to 6. Each of these numbers was divided by 

6, the sample size, to obtain the relative cumulative frequency distri

bution for Tucson



Finally the differences between the corresponding relative 

cumulative frequencies were computed. The largest of these (in this 

case .5) becomes the test statistic to be compared with criterion 

values from tables of the particular significance level and sample

sizes of interest.
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